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Abraham van As

EDITORTAL

The first volume of the Newsletter of tbe Department of Pottery Tecltnologlt (Leiden Uni-
uersiry) appeared in 1983. Via this Newsletter, the Department of Pottery Têchnology
wished to address itself to people making use of the facilities of the Department in
order to keep them informed of recent developments. \Øe hoped that through the
Newsletter fresh contacts would be established with archaeologists and institutes
interested in aspects of the ancient pottery craft as well as ceramic ethnoarchaeological
research.

Ten years late¡ partly as a result of the Newsletter, the Department had become
increasingly involved in a large number of archaeological research projects. Toda¡ we
continue to participate in many Dutch and international projects although our staff
has been reduced. lJnfortunatel¡ we lost the inspiring cooperation with Maria Beatrice
Annis. \Øe are much indebted to her for her enthusiastic efforts to the research and
teaching activities of our Department. She published many internationally appreciated
articles on ceramic ethnoarchaeological research, which she carried our in her native
island Sardinia.

Since the Newsletter has gradually broadened its geographical scope it obtained the
character of a journal. Therefore, we have decided to rename the Newsletter of the
Depørtment of Pottery Technologt (Leiden Uniuersitlt) into the Leiden Journal of Potterlt
Studies (LIPS). Also, we have installed an Editorial Board consisting of two members of
the Faculty of Archaeology: Corinne L. Hofman (Caribbean Archaeology) and Miguel
John Versluys (Classical Archaeology). Gloria A. London, who is a chairperson of the
American School of Oriental Research (ASOR) Outreach and director of the Tâll al'U-
mayri Teachers' Institute, kindly agreed to participate in the Editorial Board as an
external member.

\X/ith this LJPS vol. 20 (2004) we make a new start. In general, the concept of the
renamed Newsletter remains the same. The LJPS will include articles, reports and notes
on archaeological and anthropological investigations of pottery. Occasionall¡ book
reviews will be included. The LJPS will reflect the 'Leiden approach' to potrery studies
focused on the linkage of laboratory analysis with production studies, the use of ethno-
graphic and ethnoarchaeological observation and experimental archaeology. The LJPS
will deal with the technology, function and sryle of ancient and modern traditional
pottery. Other contributions will place the technology in a social, economical and
cultural framework, or consider the typo-chronological consequences of technological
pottery analysis.

Leiden Journal of Pouerjt Studies 20, 2004: 5





LEIDEN STUDIES IN POTTERY TECHNOLOGY

Abraham van As

Abstract

This connibution høs been written for the occasion of renaming of the 'Newsletter of the

Department of Pottery TÞcltnologjt (Leiden Uniuersity)' to the 'Leiden Journal of Potterl
Studiei. h mainþ addresses itself to those readers who are not familiar with the anaþtical
technological-archaeological pottery studies initiated fu Professor Henh J. Franþen and tlte
ceramist Jan Kalsbeeþ øt Leiden Uniuersity. Their innouatiue pioneering wor/e on the Earþ
Iron Age pottery of Tèll Deir AIla inJordan has led t0 a great number of research ãctiuities

at the Section'Pottery Studiei of the Leiden Facuby ofArchaeology (former Department of
Pottery Technology) to study pottery fiom uarious parts of the world. In a sltort chronological
oueruiew, I present here the so-called 'Leiden approach'to archaeological pottery studies, with
its focus on the anaþsis ofthe pottery production sequence (chaîne opératoire) in addition to
and including archaeometry, experimental ørchaeologlt ønd ethnoarchaeology beginning in
the earþ 1960s up to the present.

Introduction

In the eaily 1970s, when I was a student in'll'estern European prehistory and Near
Eastern Archaeology at Leiden Universiry the shelves of the library contained only a

few books with information on the topic of pottery technology specifically written
for archaeologists. First there was Anna O. Shepard's Ceramics for the Archøeologist
(Shepard 1956) and, secondl¡ some chapters of Henry Hodges' Artifacts, an Intro-
duction to Earþ Materiah and Technologlt (Hodges 1989: 19-53, 194-205). Although
quite a number of textbooks have meanwhile been published (e.g., Orton et aI. 7993;
Rice 1987; Rye 1981), Hodges' book still is obligatory reading material for first year

students of the Leiden Faculty of Archaeology. In spite of a few shortcomings, such as

the limitation of illustrative examples referring almost entirely to ceramics from the
South-\Øestern United States and Mexico and the omission of a discussion of glazes

(see Hodges 1989: 782) , Shepardt book still is a 'classic' for every student of archaeo-

logy, providing an understanding of the nature of ceramic materials and techniques.
All topics described in her book are current issues in modern archaeological ceramic
research. She pays attention to the properties and sources of the raw materials; the

Leiden Journal ofPottery Studies 20, 2004: 7-22.
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ceramic practices of pre-wheel potters; ceramic analysis; problems of pottery classifica-
tion; and the interpretation of ceramic data. Ceramics for the Archaeologis¿ made consid-
erable contributions to ceramic studies in its own right, both practical and theoretical
and has had an important impact on archaeological ceramic research in later years
(Bishop and Lange 1991),

Another pioneer in archaeological ceramic studies is Frederick R. Matson, who
organized a conference entitled Ceramics and Man held at Burg \Øartenstein in Austria
in 1962 "to evaluate the contribution of ceramic studies to archaeological and ethno-
logical research" (Matson I965a: vii), but also "to convince many anthropologists that
ceramic studies extend beyond simple description and classification" (Rouse 1965:
274).In his contribution to the conference, Matson coined the term'ceramic ecology'
as "one facet of cultural ecology, that which attempts to relate the raw materials and
technologies that the local potter has available to the functions in his culture of the
products he fashions" (Matson 1965b:203).He considers pottery to be an ecological
and socio-cultural product par excellence enabling us to use pottery for solving prob-
lems related to social organization and human behaviour. The opening sentence of his
contribution - "Unless ceramic studies lead to a better understanding of the cultural
context in which the objects were made and used, they form a sterile record of limited
worth" (Matson I965b: 202) - is often quoted to emphasize that the study of exca-

vated pottery must result to knowledge of what is called in pre-Columbian archaeology
'the Indian behind the pot'. Matson stands at the beginning of the 'contextual phase'

in the history of archaeological poftery studies (Orton et al. 1993: 13-22), a phase he

calls the'explanatory phase', beginning from 1960 onwards. Pottery studies were no
longer focused on answering the questions 'when?' and 'where?', as in the preceding
typological phase of pottery studies, but were at once focused on an answer to the ques-

tions 'how?' and 'why?' (van der Leeuw and Pritchard I9B4t 6).
Matson's ceramic ecological approach has inspired Dean Arnold to develop a theory

of ceramics that elucidates the complex relationship between ceramics and their
environmental and cultural context (Arnold 1985). He noticed that this approach was

not only used by himself in describing pottery making communities in Peru and
Guatemala, but also by Charles C. Kolb (1976) in his study of South American
ceramic technology and by Sander E. van der Leeuw to study archaeological pottery
(van der Leeuw I976). According to Helen L. Lone¡ van der Leeuw is a representative
of a group of scholars from Leiden Universiry in the Netherlands that complements the
American ceramic ecology movement (Loney 2000: 65I). She gives the archaeological
ceramic research done by this group the label 'Leiden School'. In her words, the
research of the 'Leiden School' is focused on "a theory of pottery rypology, the use of
ethnographic and ethnoarchaeological observation, and linkage of laboratory analysis

with production studies" (Loney 2000: 652). James M. Skibo, in a review of an article
on our archaeological ceramic research in NorthwesternAnatolia (vanAs et al. \995),
calls the Leiden approach "a holistic approach including archaeometr¡ experimental
archaeology and ethnoarchaeology" (Skibo 1997 150). The initiator of this approach
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was Henk J. Franken, one of the pioneers in modern archaeological ceramic research

who was inspired by the work of Shepard.

The Leiden approach to archaeological ceramic studies

Tbe pioneers: Henh J. Franþen and Jan Kakbeeþ

In a period when pottery studies in archaeology were still mainly focused on the

description and classification of vessel shapes and some other features it was refreshing

to prepare my M.A. thesis on the Iron Age pottery of Haren, North-Brabant in the

Netherlands, under the enthusiastic guidance of professional potter Jan Kalsbeek.

He viewed ancient pottery as the product of a craft and taught me to understand

ancient craftsmanship. Kalsbeek pioneered the study of ancient pottery techniques with
Franken. Their approach became known as the 'Franken-Kalsbeek method'. From the

beginning of the 1960s, they worked together in the Institute for Palestinian Archaeo-
logy at Leiden University on the analysis of the Early Iron Age pottery excavated by
Franken at Tell Deir 'Alla in the Jordan Valley. Franken had learned to recognize

ancient Palestinian pottery forms during excavations at Jericho under the leadership of
the Late Dame Kathleen Kenyon. The publication was inspired by an article on

Tell Beit Mirsim Iron Age pottery by Kelso and Thorley (1943). His goal was to find
new ways of studying pottery. Franken had an eye for the consequences of the techno-
logical approach of Kelso and Thorley for rypological pottery studies. He questioned if
the classification of pottery would not become more rewarding if the observed charac-

teristics, like colour, hardness etc., on which poftery classification was normally based

could be supported by explanation. To carry out a study for his pottery from Tell Deir
'Alla, he succeeded to hire Jan Kalsbeek at the Institute for Palestinian Archaeology.

Kalsbeek offered information and ideas that could not been found in other archaeolog-

ical pottery studies. He analysed the various features of the pottery in terms of the

forming and firing technique. Next, he tested his ideas about the pottery production
sequence (chaîne opératoire) by simulation experiments. At the same time, Jonathan
Glass introduced Henk Franken to the microscopic analysis of the (added) non-plastic
inclusions in the clay. The relation berween the reconstructed, forming technique and

workabiliry properties of the clay was investigated.
The analytical study of the Early Iron Age pottery of Tell Deir 'Alla (Franken and

Kalsbeek 1969) was quite innovative. The research work was based on a systematic
'scientific' approach to ceramic studies with a theoretical base, which included the

proposition that the 'genesis' of pottery is important in order to be able to make full
use of this form of material culture. It demonstrates that understanding the work of the

ancient potter is a prerequisite for all typological work on ancient pottery. Paul Lapp
(1970) describes Frankent first attempt to provide valid explanations for observed
features to be a challenge to Palestinian archaeology. Also, in his later pottery reports,

Franken presents explanative pottery rypologies that diverge from the traditional
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descriptive typologies (Franken 7974, 1992, in press; Franken and Kalsbeek 7975;
Franken and Steiner 1990), Franken's approach has had significant consequences for
evaluating the value of traditional pottery typologies used in the dating of archaeo-
logical finds. By emphasizing the concept of tradition in his technological ceramic
studies, he finds an argument that can help us to discover the possibilities of, and,
limits to, the activity of making ceramic horizons (Franken l9B7). In a response ro
certain discussions and criticisms, arising from publication of the lron Age pottery of
Jerusalem (Franken and Steiner 1990), Franken gives in a somewhat philosophical
manner a clear and convincing apologia of the theoretical grounds for his approach to
ceramic studies (Franken 1995).He argues that the current practice of rypological sys-
tems based on vessel form including the search for parallels or þarallel quoring', an
aspect of routine procedures of pottery studies in the Near East, is invalidated given the
wrong assumptions, such as the definition of a porrery 'rype' as defined by a descrip-
tion of morphological features (see Franken 1995: BB).

So far, I have summarized the main aspects of the new approach to ceramic studies
developed by Franken in close cooperation with the ceramist Kalsbeek. Like other
archaeologists in the early 1960s, he was dissatisfied with the traditional archaeological
pottery studies. He found new ways of studying pottery by focusing on the analysis of
technological characteristics. This approach opened wider fields of study with pottery
as the primary source of information. The role of the 'Franken-Kalsbeek method' in
the archaeology of the Levant has been discussed by Gloria A. London in her Ph. D.
dissertation (London 1985).

Further deuelopments

The technological approach of Franken and Kalsbeek has not been confined to
Palestinian archaeology. Fellow archaeologists asked them to study the technology of
pottery from other regions, such as the Iron Age pottery from the Netherlands and pot-
tery from Têllem, Mali. Accordingl¡ the 'Pottery Têchnology Project' originated. In the
early I970s van der Leeuw was engaged by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific
Research (N\ØO) and devoted four years to this project of the Institute for Palestinian
Archaeology at Leiden. In this context, he cooperated with Kalsbeek on rhe rechno-
logical study of Neolithic Beakers from the Netherlands, Medieval pottery from
Haarlem (the Netherlands), and poftery from Ta'as, a Medieval Syrian village on rhe
Euphrates river in Syria. The three 'case studies' of very different groups of pottery
formed part of his Ph.D. dissertation in which he focused in a theoretical chapter upon
"developing a theoretical framework in which the technological approach to pottery
may be fitted and upon the goals for which one may strive with technological analysis
ofpottery as a tool " (van der Leeuw 1976:2).

The 'Pottery Têchnology Project' included the participation in the archaeological
research and rescue excavations in the Tabqa region threatened with inundation by the
construction of a dam in the Euphrares near Täbqa (the present-day Lake Assad) in
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Northwest Syria. The aim of the excavations financed by N\XrO was to stratigraphically

collect a diachronic series of pottery in this geographically restricted area of appro-

ximately 80 x 10 km, in order ro obtain an insight into the kind of poftery traditions

in this area (continuiry discontinuity/change) by means of techno-analytical research.

Another aim of the project was to study the relationship between clay composition and

the different pot,making methods occurring in this area through time. In order to

answer these questions, the area was surveyed, and excavations took place at three

different sites (Jebel Aruda, Têll Hadidi and Tâ'as). Apart from a gap in the Iron Age,

porrery could be collected from a succession of cultural periods: the Uruk period

Çebel Aruda), the Bronze Age (Tell Hadidi), and the ByzantinelBarly Islamic period
(Ta-as and Têll Hadidi). After van der Leeuw obtained a new academic position in
Cambridge, it fell to me to investigate these pottery assemblages (van As 1,984, 1987,

1989). My study demonsrrated that the potters used the same homogeneous calcareous

Euphrates clays over many centuries. Due to the nature of these raw materials, the

methods of potting were fairly basic and only required the strict continuation of
existing methods rather than inventiveness (see also Franken and van As 1994).

Tbe Department of Ponery Tecbnologjt

At the end of the 1970s we see an increasing demand by Dutch and foreign archaeo-

logists for an analysis of the technological aspects of their pottery. This development

culminated in 1980 ro rhe establishment of the Department of Pottery Têchnology

directed by Franken. At that time it formed a section within the Department of
Archaeology of the Faculry of Arts at Leiden University'

\W4ren one considers the length of time that Franken worked as a minister on Bali

(1947-195I), where he gained a detailed background of anthropological concepts (see

Franken l95I), it is not surprising that his technical approach to ceramics led to the inclu-

sion of anthropological material into archaeological pottery studies. In the first volume of
the Newsletter of the Department of Pouery Ti:chnolog (Leiden Uniuersiry), he enthusiasti-

cally introduced the ceramic ethnoarchaeological research of Maria Beatrice Annis in

Sardinia as a promising discipline for the Departmentt analytical ceramic studies (Franken

1983). Until recently she contributed greatly to our Department, not only in the field of
ceramic ethnoarchaeology, but also as a classical archaeologist studying the technological

analysis of Roman amphorae (Annis et al. 1995; Docter et al. 1997). Annis directed the

technological analysis of pottery from the Riu Mannu Survey Project in Sardinia, which

\Mas one of the projects of the Faculry of Archaeology (Annis 1.998,199811999).

After the reriremenr of Franken in 1984, I became responsible for the Department
of Pottery Têchnology. In 1978, the ceramist Loe Jacobs had succeeded Kalsbeek.

In 1997 the Department of Archaeology and the Faculry of Prehistory merged, and the

Department of Pottery Têchnology joined Science-Based Archaeology of the Faculry of
Archaeology housed within the Archaeological Centre in Leiden, where the Ceramic

Laboratory and a documented study collection are also accommodated.
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A technological ceramic research program is being carried out in cooperation with
various national and international archaeological research groups. lØe fully participate in
the teaching curriculum of the Faculty of Archaeology and are involved in Ph.D.
studies in which poftery forms an important source of information. \Øe also teach
outside the Netherlands starting in 1993 at the Yarmuk University (Irbid, Jordan).
In December 2003 a course Archaeological Ceramic Research' was taught for the fourth
time for stlldents of the Department of Archaeology of the Universiry of Damascus.
In April 2004 a similar course has been taught at the Bilkent University in Ankara.

Research program

In 1985, the Department of Pottery Technology initiated the research program
Expløining the technical aspects of the pouery uafi withirc the /ìame of the archaeological
discipline. It aims at setting up an explicative model of archaeology-related poftery
research by means of studying the relations among technical, functional and scientific
aspects of ancient pottery. The program is based on a systematic 'scientific' approach to
ceramic studies. Essential to the program is studying the craft in its entire scope,
including the production and trading in the products. The program also deals with
such questions as how to recognize and define production centres or workshops,
pottery traditions and the history of traditions.

The research program covers: (1) the analysis ofpottery (sherds); (2) the analysis of
clay samples, and (3) ceramic ethnoarchaeological research.

Tlte anaþsis of potteryt

The technological study of poftery (both whole pots and sherds) focuses on rhe
production sequence of ceramics. It comprises: (1) the analysis of the (prepared) raw
materials that were used by the potters (fabric analysis), and (2) rhe reconsrruction of
the manufacturing technique (forming, decoration and firing).

Fabric anaþsis

The fabric analysis concerns the microscopic analysis of the mineral inclusions and
pores in the clay body. This kind of 'low-tech' fabric analysis is given prioriry over
'high-tech analysis. The latter corresponds with the opinion of Mike S. Tite, who
emphasized at a conference about the aim of laboratory analysis of ceramics in archae-
ology "the importance of using low-technology methods whenever possible; the need
to undertake petrology before chemical analysis and the importance of considering
both cultural and functional explanations of pottery technology" (Lindahl and Stilborg
1995 171).'Low-tech' fabric analysis needs minimal equipment. Furthermore, many
sherds can be processed in the field and the method is inexpensive. The 'low-tech'
analysis forms the basis for the selection of samples for mineralogical thin-section
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analysis and for the various more costly 'high-tech chemical analyses such as Scanning

Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA). For the execu-

tion of 'high-tech analyses there are good connections with a number of specialized

laboratories. These analyses are primarily important instruments for archaeological

provenance studies.

Re c o ns tr uc ti o n of t h e manuføc tar i ng t e c h rc i q u e

The reconstrucrion of the forming technique is based on the observation and interpre-

tation of the rraces left by the potters such as throwing spirals, smoothed surfaces and

other features. The surface colours and the core colour seen on a fresh break indicate

the original firing atmosphere of a pot. The original firing temperature of a vessel can

be estimated by re-firing a fragment in a neutral to slightly oxidizing^ atmosphere at

several different t.-p.."t'.rr.s, increasing 50'C at a time, from 750"C to 1000"C.

The hardness and poiosiry of the fragment is inspected after each 50'C increment in
the firing temperature. As soon as the hardness and porosity change, a temperature

higher than the original one has been reached. Subsequentl¡ the reconstruction of the

manufacturing techniques is followed by simulation experiments undertaken by profes-

sional potter Loe Jacobs.

The anøþsis of clay saruples

The analysis of clay samples is another essential aspect of technological pottery studies.

Clay samples taken in the direct surroundings of an archaeological site are used for

simulation experiments to veri$r, or more cautiously, to obtain an idea concerning the

plausibiliry of our reconstruction of the forming techniques based on the interpretation

of observed technological features. The clay samples are tested for their workabiliry
properries since there is a relationship bemeen these properties and the various forming
techniques that can be applied. Pinching and throwing, for instance, needs a relatively

plastic clay. For coiling, on the contrary, potters use a relatively short clay. If the natural

clay is not suited for a certain forming technique the clay has to be prepared into a work-
able clay body. A natural clay, i.e., as found in nature, that is too plastic has to be

tempered by adding non-plastic material to the clay. If a natural clay is too lean, the pot-

ters will levigate the clay (artificial process of sedimentation). \Øe also use clay samples to

help determine rhe porrery production location (provenance studies). If the composition

of the clay samples taken close to the excavation of the pottery matches with the fabric of
the pottery it is assumed that the pottery was made locally.

Cerørnic e thno arch ae o logica I res earc It

Ethnoarchaeology is, like experimental archaeology, a valuable component of archaeo-

logical-technological ceramic research. It is the study of extant peoples engaged in any
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activiry relevant for clarifying the human behaviour that contribures ro the form,
finish and function of artefacts. Ceramic ethnoarchaeology often involves studies of
traditional potters, that means those who work without the use of modern technology.
The goal is to investigate a wide range of subjects related ro potrery productiJn,
decoration, distribution, use, reuse, discard, social and economic settingr, among other
topics.

Van As and London (199811999) following Longacre (1991: 6-7) make a distinc-
tion between the objectives of short-term and long-term ceramic ethnoarchaeological
fieldwork' Short-term ceramic ethnoarchaeological fieldwork is mainly fo.trr.J on
recording the raw materials, preparation, and manufacturing techniques of traditional
potters. It is often a last opportuniry since the traditional ceramic industry is rapidly
disappearing. Long-term projects are designed to address specific irr,r., .,r.h 

",standardization of the work of craft specialists, learning frameworks for potters, and
use-life of pottery. Both - short-term and long-term field work - are included in the
Leiden archaeological pottery studies.

Short-term ceramic ethnoarchaeological fieldwork or'forruirous ethnoarchaeology'
(Longacre l99I: 6) comprises the technological observations made during the shãrt
visits to traditional potters working nearby the archaeological sites urd.. et."rration in
Iraq, Ti,rrkey and Greece where Jacobs and I carried our rhe technological analyses of
excavated poftery lsee Newsletter of tlte Department of Potterjt Technologlt (Leiden iJniuer-
si4t) volumes 3, 4,6,718 and 16117; van As and vijnen 20011. Th.r. short visits
added useful information to the technological analysis of the ancienr porrery excavared
at the site. Long-term fieldwork concerns the ceramic ethnoarchaeolàgical research of
Annis in collaboration with Herman Geertman. Her ethnoarchaeologiål study focuses
on the social and economic aspects of pottery making and their mutu"l relaiionships
during a time of radical transformations in Sardinia. Annis' articles about the invesii-
gations have been published regularly in the Newsletter of the Depørtment of Poftery
Ti:chnologt (Leiden Uniuersitl from vol. I (1983) to vol. 16l17 (199811999),'and alsã
elsewhere (Annis 1985, 1988, 1996,7998).

According to Miriam T. Stark in an article dedicated ro rhe memory of Carol
Kramer, one of the leading scholars in the field of ceramic erhnoarchaeology, this
disciplne has now become an established tradition in archaeological researc"h. She
demonstrates the viability and vibrancy of ceramic ethnoarchaeology and presents this
approach as an integral component of world archaeology (Stark 20-03).

A selection of current projects

In the frame of our research program we are involved in a number of archaeological
research projects. Apart from the projects of the Faculry of Archaeology, there 

"r.1koprojects financed by the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (N\ØO).
Additional projects are executed and financed through international cooperation. Some
projects pertain to on-site or period-specific issues, while others look at the broader
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issue of developments in ceramic technology over time. The current projects are mainly
focused on rhe ancient Near East, Anatolia and the Balkans. Another region of special

attention is the Caribbean. Following is a selection of five current projects.

A Corpus of Mesopotamiøn Pottery (second millennium B.C.)

At the requesr of Leon de Meyer and Hermann Gasche (University of Ghent) a small

collection of pottery from the second millennium B.C. (OId Babylonian and Kassite

periods) excavared ar Tell ed-Der by the Belgian Archaeological Expedition to Iraq has

been studied by Franken and Kalsbeek (Franken and Kalsbeek 1984). The results of this

technological study stimulated a further technological research into the pottery of this

period on a larger scale by Flermann Gasche who initiated the compilation of a Corpus

of second millennium B.C. pottery from a number of archaeological sites in

Mesopotamia: Têll ed-Der (University of Ghent), Nippur (Oriental Institute/Chicago),

Isin (University of Munich) and some other sites. One of the questions dealt by the

International \X/orking Group of Mesopotamian Pottery was the determination if there is

a break in the Old Babylonian pottery traditions after the arrival of the Kassites in the

second half of the second millennium B.C. The aim is a pottery study to be used as a reÊ

erence sysrem in which the relation berween shape and technique will be clarified. As

part of this project, Leiden is responsible for the investigation of the technological aspects

of the pottery. Between 1985 and 1990 vanAs andJacobs investigated the archaeologi-

cal pottery during the excavation seasons of the various expeditions in Iraq. The prelim-
inary results of the technological analysis have been published in volumes of the Newslet-

ter of the Department of Poøery Technologt (Leiden Uniuersitl and elsewhere (van As and

Jacobs 1,992a; Gasche et al. 1998: 27-30). The final publication is still in preparation.

Excauations at Tþll Sabi Abyad, Syria

Our involvemenr in the Dutch archaeological investigations of the pottery from Tell

Sabi Abyad in northern Syria dates from the end of the 1980s, when we started a
technological analysis of Late Neolithic and Early Halaf pottery excavated by the Uni-
versity of Amsterdam under the direction of Peter M.M.G. Alkermans (van As and

Jacobs 1989). \Øe continued our cooperation with Akkermans when he became a cura-

tor of the Near Eastern Department of the National Museum of Antiquities in Leiden.

Excavations at Tþll Sabi Abyad were then sponsored by the Museum. Meanwhile

Olivier P. Nieuwenhuyse had begun his Ph.D. research on the rise of regional pottery
styles in the Syrian and northern Mesopotamian plains. \We provided the technological

data for this study. Some results have already been published (van As et al. 199611997,

this volume; Nieuwenhuyse et al. 2001,2002). The ceramic research confirms the idea

that the rise of the Halaf culture was neither a sudden event, as long assumed, nor the

result of the arrival of people from elsewhere, but the outcome of a length¡ continu-
ous process of local cultural change in the plains of northern Syria and adjacent Iraq.
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For the technological study 'high-tech' analysis proved extremely useful (Connan et
al. 2004). Our initial identification of the black pigment as an organic material for the
Late Neolithic black-painted pottery from Têll Sabi Abyad was confirmed by refiring
selected sherds in the Ceramic Laboratory in Leiden. The initial identification of the
matte, fugitive black pigment as an organic material was confirmed by re-firing selected
sherds, during which the paint disappeared. 'High-tech' chemical analysis by Jacques
Connan in the Laboratoire de Substances Naturelles of the Louis Pasreur Universiry in
Strasbourg confirmed that the black material is bitumen. Subsequentl¡ a comparison
in the Strasbourg laboratory with known reference samples from modern locations of
bituminous sources in the Near East demonstrated that the bitumen on the Têll Sabi
Abyad poftery came from at least two different source areas in northern Iraq. This rype
of research documented unexpected evidence of Late Neolithic exchange networks that
must have existed at that time between what is now northern Syria and northen Iraq.

Archaeological Research Project in the Eastern Mørmara Region, Turleey

Our share in the multidisciplinary research projects, financed by the Netherlands
Organization for Scientific Research (N\øO) and executed under the direction ofJacob
Roodenberg of the Netherlands Institute of the Near East in Leiden, concerned the
technological analysis of the Neolithic and Chalcolithic potrery from ILprnar Höyük
and Menteçe, plus the Early Bronze Age pottery from Hacrlartepe. These three
archaeological sites are situated in the Eastern Marmara Region in N\X/ Anatolia. One
objective was the study of early farming communities in the border area berween
Anatolia and the Balkans. The purpose was to determine whether N\Ø Anatolia formed
a contact zone for the introduction of Neolithic cultures into the European conrinent.
Another objective was to focus attention on the prehistoric chronology of N\yr'Anato-
lia. The results of our technological study of the Neolithic/Chalcolithic pottery from
Ilrprnar have been published in van As et al. (1995) and in contributions ro rwo
volumes on the excavations at ll,p,nar (Roodenberg 1995; Roodenberg and Thissen
2001). Roodenberg et al. (2003) published the technological data of the early portery
of Menteçe. The production sequence of the Early Bronze Age pottery of Hac,lartepe
has been presented in van As et al. (199311994), while the stylistic aspecrs of this
pottery have been described in Eimermann (2004). Our ceramic research activities in
the Eastern Marmara region will continue in the coming years as part of a recently
awarded N\øO grant entitled Yenþehir II - The earliest linþ in the agricultural history of
northwest Anatolia.

Southern Romania Arcltaeological Proiect (SRAP)

The SRAP, under the direction of Douglass Bailey of Cardiff University and Radian
Andreescu of the National Historical Museum in Bucharest, has been active since 1998
investigating prehistoric land-use and settlement patterns in the Gleorman river valley
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in the Lower Danube Plain. The project is financed by the British Academy among
others. Pottery studies form an essential part of the SRAP. Laurens Thissen is responsi-
ble for the over-all ceramic research. Given our familiarity with rhe technological
aspects of contemporary Neolithic pottery from the Eastern Marmara Region in
N\X/ Anatolia we were invited to provide a similar technological analysis of the SRAP
pottery. In the summer of 2003, in close cooperation with Thissen, we investigated the
pottery ofTeleor 003 belonging to the Starðevo-Crig and Dudeçti periods dating to the
sixth millennium B.C. (this volume). In 2004 we analysed the pottery of the
succeeding Vadaçtra period dating to the end of the sixth millennium B.C.

Mobilit1t and Exchange. Dynamics of material, social and ideological relations in the
p re- C o lum b i an insu lar Cari b b e an

Since the early eighties, we have been involved in a technological study of pottery from
the Caribbean (van As and Jacobs 1992b; Hofman et aI. 1993; Hofman and Jacobs
200012007, this volume). The Laboratory is also helping to direct and advise
M.A.-students who work on porrery from this region (e.g., Bloo 1997; Arts 1999;
Dorst this volume).

Recently, the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (N\øO) has granted
funding for a research project to be conducted by Corinne L. Hofman of the Depart-
ment of Indian American Archaeology of the Leiden Faculty of Archaeology. The
project is entitled Mobility and exchange: dynamics of material, social and ideological
relations in the pre-Columbian insular Caribbean. It considers the interactions and feed-
back loops of the dynamic relationship ben¡'een the material, social and ideological
dimensions of insular Caribbean culture during the Ceramic Age of the pre-Columbian
period (400 B.C. - A.D. 1492). The Lesser Antilles, including Thinidad and the Virgin
Islands, represent the research core region. This area is considered ideal for research of
this kind because of its geographical constitution as a chain of islands berween the
landmasses of the South American mainland and the Greater Antilles. The research
attempts to answer questions of social relationships in the Caribbean. Ceramics, like
lithics, as well as particular shell and bone objects, are useful indicarors to study
contact networks and exchange mechanisms. Pottery and clay samples from the differ-
ent islands will be analysed in our laboratory. The determination of the pottery produc-
tion location plays an important role in the project. Fabric analyses will be determined
in order to identify the provenance of raw materials as well as the distribution of the
pottery. Radiogenic isotopic analysis, performed in cooperation with Prof. G.R. Davies
of the Faculry of Earth and Life Sciences of the Vrije Universiteit (VU, Amsterdam),
will provide characteristic isotope ratios of raw clay samples, enabling comparison with
archaeological pottery samples. The Laboratory of Pottery Technology will cooperate
by studying the workability properties of the clay samples and the technological aspects
of the pottery.
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Concluding remarks

In the 1960s the archaeologist Henk Franken started, to work together with the

ceramist Jan Kalsbeek, to find new ways of studying the Iron Age pottery from the

excavations ar Têll Deir 'Alla in Jordan. It was at a time when, under the influence of
the work of Shepard, the contextual phase in archeological ceramic research began

(Orton er al. 1993: 5). In this new phase aspects of technology, scientific research

techniques and ethnographic studies started to be integrated into archaeological

ceramic studies. Ceramic studies began to extend beyond simple description and

classification. It was a reaction against the 'sherds as culture type-fossils' attitude of the

preceding typological period. The interests shifted to examine new, almost unexploited,
aspects of excavated pottery.

In Leiden, the efforts of Franken and Kalsbeekled in 1980 to the establishment of
the Department of Pottery Technology, at present a section of the Faculty of Archaeo-
logy. Here, technological ceramic research is being carried out in cooperation with var-

ious (inter)national research groups. Geographically, we have crossed the borders of the

original field of study, viz. the archaeology of the Levant. Since the retirement of
Franken, we unfortunately hardly deal any longer with the pottery from the still
ongoing excavations at Tell Deir 'Alla by his successor. In the past twenty years,

however, our technological research focused mainly on pottery fi'om other parts of
\Øestern Asia, the Mediterranean, the Caribbean and recently fi'om the Balkans.

Pottery analysis considerably contributes to our knowledge of ancient technology

and its place in the social, economical and cultural framework. Furthermore, it gives a

solid basis for archaeological pottery classification. The understanding of the work of
the ancient potter is a prerequisite for all archaeological-typological work on ancient

pottefy.
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DIFFERENT OR ALIKE?
A TECHNO LOGI CAL COM PARI S ON BET\ØEEN IATE-PREHISTO RI C
CERAMTCS AND MODERN-DAY FOLK POTTERY OF ST. LUCrA 0ùør.)

Corinne L. Hofman and L. Jacobs

Abstrøct

Ceramics collected during arcltaeological surueys on the island of St. Luciø in the Lesser

Antilles hdae proued that it is ofien uery dfficult to distinguish contempzraryr local eørthen-
ware (folÞ pottery) /ìom Amerindiøn or so-called 'Cnrib' potsherds døting to the late
pre-Columbian and earþ coloniøl periods. This ambiguity has also been desuibed for other
islønds in the Caribbeøn. Yet, attributes as uessel shape, temper, surføce finish and thicþness
haue been proposed in order to distinguish between the truo wares. Howeuer no useful
classificøtory scbeme has been deuised. to date that uould enable a positiue discriminøtion øt

first sight. The purpose of the present study is to list the similarities and dffirences between
the two eãrthenuttres. It may serue øs a useful toolfor ørchøeologists carrying out suruels on

the islands of the Lesser Antilles.
This article focuses on the technological sequences of the two potteryt naditions ønd uses

ceramics collected on St. Lucia during ørchaeological surueys in 2002 and 2003. These data
rue czmPlemented with tbe resuhs of experiments carried out at the Løboratory of Pottery
Ti:chnologlt, Leiden Uniuersity, and information gøthered fiom ø modern-day potter on

St. Lucia. A detailed i/lustration of tlte uesse/ shapes, decoratiue modes and uessel nomen-
cløture, the dffirent steps in the manuføcturing process including tbe identificøtion of clay

and temper møterials, tbe techniques of shaping, finishing and decorøtion as well as the
methods offring of tlte two wares form the core of the anaþsis.

Introduction

St. Lucia's settlement history commences around A.D. 200 with the first Amerindian
occupants of the island (Figure 1). These earliest inhabitants originated in the northern
part of South America and carried the ceramics of the Cedrosan Saladoid subseries with
them. The Saladoid series produced arguably the most sophisticated ceramics in the
Antilles. \X/ith the successive Tloumassoid series or Tioumassan Tioumassoid subseries,
i.e., between ca. A.D. 800 and 1150, a srylistic decline set in and portery became
gradually coarset and carried less complex decorations. Quantitativel¡ however, porrery
production reached its climax during late pre-Columbian times, i.e., after A.D. 1150,

Leiden Journal ofPottery Studies 20, 2004: 23-52,
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with the pottery of the so-called Suazoid series or Suazan Tþoumassoid subseries (Rouse
and Faber Morse 7995), which is often referred ro among local people as 'Carib'
pottery. However, generally qualified as the least sophisticated and coarsesr porrery of
the region, this series also includes a fine ware (Boomert 2002).

The decimation of the Amerindian population on the islands by the European
colonists and the introduction of black slaves from \Øest Africa led to a breakdown of the
indigenous culture and the replacement of the local Amerindian potrery tradition by a
series of Afro-Caribbean wares. From a technological point of view, the Afro-Caribbean
ceramics can be regarded as local Caribbean adaptations integrating a blend of skills and
techniques from African, European and Amerindian - 'Carib' - pottery manufacturing
traditions both in form and function (Heath 1999). Howeve! there is no consensus
among scholars regarding the exact composition of the influences going into the blend
(Petersen et al. 1999: 160). The Afro-Caribbean wares once had a wide distribution
throughout the Lesser Antilles, contrary to the present-day situation. Tladitional poters
producing so-called 'folk ponery I survive to this day on the Lesser Antillean islands of
Nevis, Antigua, Martinique (St. Anne) and St. Lucia (Pointe CaraTbe, Morne Sion)
(Keegan et al. 2003; Petersen et al. 1999;Yérin 7963; Victor 1941; \X/ernhart 1986).

One technique, two manufacturing traditions

Pre-Colambian pottery of tlte Suazøn subseries

The Suazan Tioumassoid subseries, which succeeded its Cedrosan Saladoid and
Tioumassan Tloumassoid predecessors after A.D. 1150, extended from as far south as

Tobago to as far north as Martinique and Les Saintes, near Guadeloupe (Allaire 1991;
Boomert 1986, 7995,2000; Hofman 1995). Suazan influences are to be found also
on islands more to the north (Hofman 1993). The Suazan subseries may have
remained in existence until the European colonisation or shortly thereafter. On
St. Lucia, the Suazan subseries has been called the Micoid series by McKusick (1960)
and includes two successive styles known as Choc and Fannis (Jesse 1968; McKusick
1960: 152-154).The Choc style is named after its type-site in the northwesrern part of
St. Lucia while Fannis is named after the owner of property at Micoud on the sourh-
east coast of St. Lucia where this pomerywas found for the first time (Figure 2).

Shapes and decoration motif

The dominant vessel shapes of the Suazan subseries of the \Øindward Islands generally
show simple contours, often with unrestricted or independent restricted orifices. fums
are simple and rounded, rounded and slightly thickened, or inward thickened. Finger-
notched rims are predominant. Bowls may have wide or flat handles, extended rim
handles or rim lugs. Peg-shaped lugs are sometimes added to the rim of bowls. Bases

tend to be flat but low ring bases and legs are present as well.
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Figure 2. Suazan Tioumassoid pottery from various sites on St. Lucia.

Apart from this coarse v/are, there is a finer ware with mor€ composite, complex and

boat-shaped vessels made of hard fired fine clay and showing polished surfaces.

Decoration on these vessels consists of finely or heavily incised lines in parallel designs,

circles and dots, wings or scrolls on rims or exterior sides and complicated modelled-
incised lugs frequently with human faces. These faces are flat, with appliquéd noses and

eyebrows, punctuated or slashed mouths, nostrils and eyes next to pierced ears (Rouse

1992: 129). Overall red-painted surfaces are common, but bichrome painting is rare.

Painting consists of aerial and linear designs. Other Suazan characteristics include legs

and footed griddles, potstands, spouts, body stamps, spindle whorls, pierced cylinders

known as loom weights, freestanding (female?) figurines and clay pesdes (Nlaire 1977:

318; Bullen and Bullen 1970:68-71; Bullen etaI.1973:205; Rouse 1992:129).

The Choc style is characterized by an extreme simplicity of vessel forms with round or
slighdy concave bases. Annular bases are rare. The presence of bowl legs in addition to
tripod griddles is typical. Decoration is simple and there is an emphasis upon unthick-
ened rim lips. Thickened rims are uncommon and only appear in combination with
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red paint. The red paint used for decorating Choc ceramics is deeper and darker than
the lighter Tloumassée reds. Incision occurs along with typical designs such as horizon-
tal bands alternating with a vertical line or dot. The Choc sryle differs distinctly from
Tþoumassée pottery. Howevet its overall appearance is rather non-diagnostic as a result
of the simplicity and relative crudity of the sherds (McKusick 1960: 115, l4I-142).
The Fannis style comprises some other vessel shapes, notably shallow, very crude

tripod and tetrapod bowls and large globular pots with slightly flaring rims. Frequentl¡
the shape of the vessels is asymmetrical or irregular. In terms of the exclusive use of
overall red paint and the absence of limited-area red this sryle shows continuities with
the Choc sryle. Overall, the pottery of the Fannis style is heavier and thicker than Choc
ceramics. Furthermore, the Fannis sryle is characterized by notched rims, elbow-shaped
legs, crude spouts surmounted by horizontal loop handles, legged ringstands, and the
frequent use of modelled-incised designs. Crude, irregular incision also occurs along
with finger indentations on rims (McKusick 1960: 116-117).

Suazan cla1,s and temper modes

The Suazan clays are of local provenance. In general, Suazan vessels are thick, poorly
made and tempered with a great variery of materials (Bullen and Bullen 1970).
Previous analysis of Suazan sherds from Saltibus Point, for example, indicates that the
fabrics of the pottery from this site are of volcanic origin, showing a consistent
quantity of quartz. Faupl (1986) has suggested that this may point to an origin in the
youngest volcanic deposits (Belmont Pumice) of St. Lucia. Fabrics are quite uniform
and only differ in the proportion of volcanic rock versus minerals like plagioclase

feldspar and quartz, At the Giraudy site, the Bullens (1970: 68) identified fabrics
characterized by grit- and crushed-shell temper. McKusick (1960) also noted a paste

that is grit-tempered for both Choc and Fannis pottery.
Recentl¡ fabric analysis of sherds from Giraud¡ Gayabois, Saltibus Point and La

Ressource (the latter found on the surface of the ground during a survey) was carried
out as part of the present study. These sherds were compared with samples of folk
pottery. It can be noted that most fabrics from Saltibus Point show a normal, or
normal to open structure. The same holds for the fabrics from La Ressource, although
due to rather high percentages of grains, fabrics are occasionally somewhat crumbly.
In most cases this phenomenon occurs when the total number of grains exceeds thirty
percent. At both sites a fabric is encountered in which fine quartz grains are abundant.
The grain size of this temper is much finer than those of the other fabrics and the
sorting is much better. Due to the high number of grains the structure of this ware is
crumbly. (This type of fabric can be easily distinguished from the other Suazan fabrics
and from the folk pottery fabrics as well. It is more difficult to distinguish between
modern folk pottery and the other wares from Saltibus Point and La Ressource.)

Moreove¡ a sample of Suazan sherds from the island ofTobago, including a category
of fine ware and a category of coarse \Mare, \Mas incorporated in the present analysis. It
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qroved to be easy to distinguish both Suazan wares from the St. Lucia folk pom€ry
fabric. The grains of even the coarse ware appeared to be much better sorted than those
of the folk poftery and in fact less coarse. Interestingly, the coarse ware caregory from
Tobago showed atypical surface finish identical to that found on sherds from Giraudy
and Saltibus Point (Figure 3).

Compared to the Suazan ware, the structure of the folk poftery seems a little bit coarser
and somewhat more open. In most cases the pore structure shows elongated pore
shapes. This is probably caused by the presence of a fat clay in the mixture. Such wild
clay' shrinks a lot and due to the fine character of the particles the resulting package of
clay particles is very dense. This in turn influences the manner of porosiry d.*lopÃ..rt
during drying and firing. The pores originate when steam is forced ro escape from the
dense clay and around grains, which do not shrink themselves. This is confirmed by
clay sample A.

The presence of roughly angular shaped weathered rock fragments can be considered
to represent another point of diflèrentiation. However, actually this is rather inconclu-
sive, because it is only a quantitative difference and the presence of relatively large sized
fragments of weathered rock is observed in only part of the folk pomery fabrics. More-
over, weathered rock fragments are also encountered in the Suazan ware, but both their
size and percentage are generally smaller.

a

Figure 3. Typical surface finish Giraudy site.
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A final distinction between the two wares is the clearly visible presence of mica in
part of the folk pottery. Micas like vermiculite and biotite were found in part of the

contemporary material, as well as in the folk pottery clay samples. Howevet a very
small amount of biotite also occurs in some of the Suazan pottery from La Ressource,

Although micas are rather widespread minerals, their abundant presence in part of the
folk pottery is characteristic of that particular earthenware. It was introduced by
mixing the clay with a local clay from behind the potter's shed (see Figure B: a-c).

Manuþcturing techniques: resuhs of an experimental program

Shaping involved coiling, but techniques such as flattening, slab building, pinching
and moulding were also employed (Figure 4). Ceramic or calabash moulds were

probably used for the latter technique (Hofman and Jacobs 200112002). Careful
analysis and experiments have led to the conclusion that these techniques were applied
independently, but also in combination depending on the size and shape of the
intended vessel. Scraping to reduce wall thickness during construction was done with a

shell or calabash sherd (Hofman and Jacobs 200112002) (Figure 5).
Finishing techniques comprise smoothing, burnishing and polishing with a polish-

ing stone. However, most Suazan vessels have a clumsy appearance, are crudely finished
and often show scratched surfaces. These scratches result from rubbing the surface with
grasses when the clay was in a leather hard condition (Figure 6). Choc and - to an even

greater degree - Fannis ceramics are also characterized by unsmoothed surfaces with a

coarse, brushed or uneven appearance. Decoration techniques comprise finger impress-
ing, incising and modelling.

Vessels were fired in an open fire in a rather controlled wa¡ under oxidizing to
neutral conditions at temperatures generally not exceeding 800"C. The fire was built
up as an open structure, so that the wind could blow through. From traces of firing on
the sherds it can be concluded that the vessels were placed upside down in the fire in

FigLure 4. Pinching (experiment) Figure 5. Scraping with a shell (experiment)
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Figure 6. Rubbing the surface with grasses to obtain a scratched surface
(experiment).
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order to obtain a more equal spread of the heat (Peter O'8. Harris pers. comm.).
The proper methods of open firing, which are common knowledge among potters, are

mosdy based on their own experience or passed by tradition. If not piled properl¡
open firing will lead to incompletely fired base parts of vessels and many misfirings due

to cracking by unequal spread of the heat. Alternativel¡ firing furniture (e.g., rocks or
broken vessels) may have been placed in the lowest part of the pile for similar reasons

(Hofman and Jacobs 200112002).

Folh ponery

After more than two centuries of traditional manufacture, folk poftery went through a
period of declining production from the mid to late eighteenth century, perhaps giving
way to inexpensive imported ceramics and cast-iron pots (Armstrong 1990: I57).
By the early nineteenth century, interest in the imports waned and folk pottery went
through a resurgence that lasted until the onset of industrialization and the modern
era. Folk pottery now leads a rather marginal existence, often in the more rural settings

at some distance from towns and cities, and predominantly among the poorer members

of sociery. Very little is known about gender and Afro-Caribbean pottery manufacture
in colonial times, as the very phenomenon of Afro-Caribbean pottery has gone unstud-
ied until recendy. Exclusively women manufacture contemporary Afro-Caribbean
pottery, however (Handler 1964;Hofman and Bright 2004; Nicholson 1990; Petersen

et al. 1999). Men may assist in carrying out some of the tasks such as quarrying the

clay. Besides the widespread local use of clay pots, most pottery production is oriented
towards the markets and tourism industry.

Wssel shapes and nomencløture

Vessel types that are popular in the folk pottery on St. Lucia today include simple

shapes such as the þannøwi (canari) or cooking pot and the bésin (basin), which is a
large bowl. The þannawi is a vessel with a simple contour provided with handles at

opposite ends. The dimensions of this vessel vary from small to very large (diameter

5 to 70 cm). \ü/hen used for cooking these pots are placed on three stones called

fouyé (foyer). The tèson (tesson?) or coal pot is an outward flaring vessel (occasionally

decorated with finger indentations on the rim), consisting of two sections. It is wider
at the top than at the bottom. The top part shows a perforated bottom, which separates

it from the bottom section. The latter has an opening for the removal of ash and

admittance of air to the burning coals on the perforated bottom of the upper section.

The chòdyè Ghaudière) is a large, flattish vessel used for frying. It is placed on top of the

coal pot. In addition, a series of other shapes are known: the pòt a flè (pot à fleur) , the
flower pot, the jar Çarre), which serves as a water containet the pla þlat), on which
food is placed during meals, the téwin (terrine), which shows two loop handles and

is used to wash or cook food or functions as water containe¡ and a vessel with
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undetermined name used for storage. The platin þlatine), finall¡ represents a very
large plate to bake cassava brea&. The rim portion of some vessels is occasionally
decorated with finger indentations. It is noteworthy that the term þønnawi is used in
areas colonized by the French; while on English-speaking islands the term coruaree is

used (Figure 7).

On clays and temper modes

Fabric analysis points to the use of local clay and temper materials (Figure B). Typically
the same grain types occur as in sherds from Giraudy (Figure 9: aand b), Saltibus Point
(Figure 9: c and d; Figure 10), La Ressource (Figure 11) and Gayabois (Figure 12).
After studying the various fabrics it became obvious that all the material was of local
origin. Angular crystals and broken grains of úansparent qLLaÍtz were abundant in all
the sherds. Additionally, crystalline or pardy weathered grains of feldspar were present
in all the samples, albeit in lower numbers. Dark minerals like pyroxene and amphibole
were found in most of the sherds, but predominantly in relatively low numbers.
They showed somewhat higher percentages in only a few sherds from Saltibus Point,
one from La Ressource and in clay sample C. However, dark minerals only occur
sporadically in two sherds from La Ressource.

Figure 7. Variety offolk pottery vessels.
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a. Folk pottery fabric clay A
t 1800/o of original size.

b. Folk pottery fabric clay B
+ 180% oforiginal size.

c. Folk pottery fabric clay C
t 180% oforiginal size.

d. Folk pottery fabric Gayabois

sherd GBF ¡ l55o/o of original size.

Figure 8a-d. Folk pottery clay fabrics.
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** - 4o/o
*a* - 60/o

- = eventually

ll: .,.",0,"*,
** feldspar
** pyroxene/amphibole
* kaolinite
* siltstone
* iron oxide siltstone
* unresolved clay -

lumps (mudstone)
* vermiculite
* rockfragments

prevailing grain size 50p - 2 mm.
prevailing shape angular and sub anqular

prevailing quantity about 35 o/o

sortinq in general moderately to badly
grain colour in general mixed prevailing light
colour of the total fabric brown

MSCC7.5YR4I4
porosity normal to open structure

general grain

types with their
pfesence

+ - 10/^

** o 4o/o

*** * 60/0

- = eventually

*** clear quartz** feldspar

** weathered feldspar
** pyroxene/amphibole
** pyroxene/amphibole
* siltstone* vermiculite* weathered granite

prevailing qrain size 50p - 2 mm.
prevailing shape angular and sub angular
prevailing quantiry abot 30 o/o

sorting in general moderately

grain colour in general

colour of the total fab¡ic

mixed prevailing light
brown - strong brown
MSCC7.5YR4Á - 416

poroslty normal to open structufe

general grain
types with their
presence

+ * 2o/o

** o 4o/o

*** - 60/o

- = evenrually

*** cleat quartz
*** pyroxene/amphibole
** feldspar
** vermiculite
* weathered feldspar
* iron ox siltstone
* kaolinite
* magnetite nodules

prevailing grain size 50p - 3 mm.
prevailinq shape angular and sub anqular
prevailins quantiry 35rc40Vo
sorting in general moderarely to badly

grain colour in general

colour of the total fabric
mixed light and dark
reddish brown - red
MSCC 2.5vR514 - 5/8

poroslty open structure, bit crumbly

general grain

types with their
presence

* - )o/^

** - 4o/o
*a+ - 60/o

- = eventually

creaf quarz
** feldspar
** feldspar
** feldspar
** feldspar
* kaolinite
* rock fragments

- iron ox siltstone

prevailing grain size 50¡r - 3 mm.
(incidentally up to 10 mm.)

prevailing shape ansular and sub angular
prevailing quantiry about 30 %
sorting in general badlv
grain colour in qeneral mixed Þrevailing liqht
colour of the total lab¡ic gray to brown

MSCC7.5YR5lt - 514

porosiry bit open structure,
with lons oores
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a. Suazoid fabric Giraudy

sherd G1. 155o/o of original size.

b. Suazoid fabric Giraudy

sherd G2. ¡ 155o/o of original size.

c. Suazoid fabric Saltibus Point

sherd SPa. ¡ l55o/o oforiginal size.

d. Suazoid fabric Saltibus Point

Sherd Sp. ¡ l55o/o of original size.

general grain
types with their
presence
* = 2o/o

** = 4o/o
*** = 60/o

- - evenrually

i:* .,.", 0r",,,* feldspar
* pyroxene/amphibole
* siltstone brown
* siltstone brown

' kaolinite

prevailing grain size 50r, 2 mm.

prevailing shape angular Þrevailing
quânüly 15 ro 20 o/o

sorting in general moderate to bad qrain

colour in general light
colour of the total fab¡ic red

MSCC 2.5YR4/8
DOfOSIfV normal to clense structrrre

general grain

types with their
pfesence

* o 2o/o
** o 4o/o

+*+ o 60/o

- = eventually

**+ clear quartz
* weathered feldspar
* pyroxene/amphibole
* kaolinite
* feldspar

prevailinq grain size 50p - 25mm.
prevailing shape angular to sub angular
prevailine quantiry about 15 %o

sorting in general moderate
qrain colour in general Iieht

colour of the total fabric reddish
MSCC

yellow
5vR6l6

poroslty normal structure

Figure 9 a-d. Fabrics from pre-Columbian sherds from the sites of Giraudy and Saldbus Point.
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*** clear quartz
** feldspar
** kaolinite
** pyroxene/amphibole
* iron oxide siltstone

prevailing grain size 50¡r - 2 mm
prevailing sliape angular to sub angular

prevailinq quantity about 30 %o

sorting in general moderate to good

qrain colour in qeneral ligtrt

colour of the total fab¡ic gray fo
MSCC

reddish brown
5YR5lr-516

porosiry normal to open
structure

general grain

types with their
presence

* o 2o/o
** o 4o/o

*** o 6a/o

- = eventually

clear quartz

pyroxene/amphibole

feldspar

kaolinite
iron ox siltstone

prevailing grain size 50u - 2 mm.
prevailing shape angular to sub angular

prevailing quantity 10 to 15 o/o

sortinq in qeneral moderately
grain colour in general light
colorrr of the total fabric yellowish red

MSCC 5\T.4/6
pofoslty cracked but relatively

dense hard structure
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a. Suazoid fabric Saltibus Point

sherd 1.* 180% oforiginal size.

b. Suazoid fabric Saltibus Point

sherd 2. * 180% of original size.

c. Suazoid fabric Saltibus Point

sherd 4. x l70o/o of original size.

d. Suazoid fabric Saltibus Point

sherd 5. ¡ 200o/o of original size.

general grain

rypes with their
presence

* - 2o/o

++ - lo/^

*** = 60/o

- = evenrually

*** unresolved clay -

lurnps (mudstone)** clear quartz
** pyroxene/arnphibole
* weathered felclspar
* feldspar
* kaolinite

prevailing grain size 50¡r - 2 mm.
prevailing shape angular and sub angular

prevailing quantity a6ott 2O o/o

colour in general

sorting in general rnoderately to badly
mixed light and da¡k

colour of the total fabric reddish brown - ¡ed
MSCC 2.5\T.5/4-5l8

porosiry normal to open structure

general grain

rypes with their
presence

* - 2o/o

** - 4o/o
*** = 60/o

- = eventually

clear quartz

pyroxene/amphibole
iron ox concretions

feldspar

kaol in ite

prevailing grain size 50¡r-2mrn.(strong
concentr. 250v - 500v.)

prevailing shape angular
prevailinq quantity about 35 %

sorting in general moderately to badly
grain colour in general mixed lieht and dark
colour of the total fabric yellowish red

MSCC 5YR5/6
poroslty very crumbly and soft

stmctufe

Figure 10 a-d. Fabrics of pre-Columbian sherds from the site of Saltibus Point.
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lT* .,.", 0,",,,
** pyroxene/amphibole
* weathered feldspar
* feldspar
* iron oxide siltstone
* kaolinite
* unresolved clay -

lumps (mudstone)

prevailing qrain size 50r, 1..5 mm
prevailing shape angular and sub angular
prevailing quântity a6ov 25 o/o

sorting in general moderately to badly
grain colour in general

colour of the total fabric

mixed prevailing light
reddish brown
MSCC 5\T.5/3 -5l4

poroslty no¡mal structure

general grain

rypes with their
presence

+ - )o/^

** o 4o/o

*** o 60/o

- = eventually

clear quartz
pyroxene/arnphibole

feldspar

weathered feldspar

iron oxide siltstone

siltstone

kaolinite+

prevailinq qrain size 50p - 2 mm.
prevailing shape angular

Þrevailing quântity about 30 %
sorting in general moderately to badly
grain colour in general

colour of the total fab¡ic
mixed light and dark
reddish brown - red
MSCC 2,5YP.514.516

poroslty normal to open structure
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a. Suazoid fabric La Resource

sherd 8. x 200o/o of original size

b. Suazoid fabric La Resource

sherd 6. x 200o/o of original size

c. Suazoid fabric La Resource

sherd 10. t 180% oforiginal size.

d. Suazoid fabric La Resource

sherds 7; 9. x l80o/o of original size.

general grain
types with their
pfesence

* = 2o/o
** - 4o/o

+*+ - 60/o

- = eventually

clear quartz

feldspar

haematite

iron oxide siltstone

pyroxene/amphibole
kaolinite
l¡iotite

prevailing grain size 50g - 2 mn.
occasionally up to Jmm.

prevailing shape angular and rounded
prevailing ouantity 30 o/o to 35 o/o

sorting in general badly
grain colour in general prevailins lieht
colour of the total fàbric reddish brown

MSCC 5\3.4/4
poroslty

structute,
normal to open

bit crumbly

general grain
types with their

Presence

* o 2o/o

+* - 4o/o

+*+ - 60/o

- = eventually

cleâr quarrz
*** feldspar
+** weathered feldspar
** pyroxene/amphibole
* iron ox siltstone
* sandstone
* kaolinite

- rock fragments

prevailing grain size 50¡r-2mm. (strong
concentr. 250p - 500y)
occasionally up to 7 mm.

prevailing shape angular and sub angular
prevailins ouantity 35 to 40o/o

sorting in general rather well

grain colour in general

colour of the total fabric
prevailing light
brown; reddish yellow
MSCC 7.5vP.514-616

poroslty very
and

crumbly
soft structure

Figure 11 a-d. Fabrics of pre-Columbian sherds from the site of La Ressource.

general grain

rypes with their
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+ = 2o/o

** * 4o/o
*** - 60/o

= eventually

clear quartz

weathered feldspar

kaolinite

kaolinite
kaolinite
kaolinite

prevailing grain size 50p - 1..5 mm.
occasionally up to 2 mm.

prevailing shape angular
prevailinq quantiry about 30 %

sorting in general badly
grain colour in general prevailing lisht
colour of the total fabric

porosity

brown
MSCC 7.5\T.5/4
normal structu¡e,
bit crurnbly

general grain
types with their
presence

* = 2o/o

** o 4o/o

*** o 60/o

- = eventually

clear quartz
pyroxene/amphibole

feldspar

kaolinite
iron ox concretions

iron ox siltstone

rock fragments

prevailing grain size 50p 2 mm. (concen-
tration around 250¡r)

prevailinq shape angular and sub anqular

prevailing quantirF about 35 %
sorting in general moderately to badly
grain colour in general mixed light and dark
colour of the total fabric reddish brown - ¡ed

MSCC 2.5YR5/4-5l8
poroslty soft and crumbl¡

lose structure



a. Suazoid fabric Gayabois

sherd GB4. t 180 % of original size.
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b. Suazoid fabric Gayabois

sherds GB I ;3 ;5. x 200 o/o of original size.

c. Suazoid fabric Gayabois

sherd GB2. ¡ 230o/o of original size

d. Suazoid fabric Gayabois

sherds 8;31. + 300 o/o oforiginal size.

Figure 12 a-d. Fabrics of pre-Columbian sherds from the site of Gayabois.
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* - 2o/o
** = 4o/o
+*+ æ 60/0

- = evenrually

+** feldspar
*** clear quattz
*** weathered feldspar
** kaolinite
** siltstone
* pyroxene/amphibole

prevailing grain size 50¡r - 500¡r
occasionally up to 2 mm.

prevailine sliape angular and sub angular
prevailing quantity about 30 o/o

sorting in general good grain

colour in qeneral lisht
colour of the total fabric yellowish red

MSCC 5TT.5/6
DO rOS I lV normal to open structurer

bit crumbly

general grain

types with their
presence

+ - 2o/o

** o 4o/o
*+* - 60/o

- = eventually

clear quartz

feldspar

weathered feldspar

kaolinite
iron ox. concretions

pyroxene/amphibole

prevailing grain size 50¡r - 3 mm.
occasionally up to Jmm

prevailing shape angular and sub angular
prevailine quantiry 30 o/o to 35 o/o

so¡ting in generâl moderate
grain colour in general prevailine light
colour of the total fabric strong brown

MSCC 7.5YR5/6
po¡oslty normal structure,

bit crumblv

general grain
rypes with their
pfesence

+ - )o/^

++ :4%o
*** = 60/o

- = eventually

clear quartz

pyroxene/amphibole
iron ox siltstone

prevailing grain size50p-2mrn.
some up to 3 nm.

prevailing shape sub angular / sub round
prevailing quantity abot 15 o/o

sorting in general moderately to good

grain colour in general light
colour of the total fab¡ic yellowish red

MSCC 5YR5/6
porosrty normal structure

general grain

rypes with their
pfesence

* - 10/^

*+ o 4o/o

*+* - 60/o

- = eventually

crear quarrz
** feldspar
** weathered feldspar
* kaolinite
* iron ox. concretions
* pyroxene/amphibole

prevailing grain size 50¡r - 4 mm.
occasionally up to 5 mm.

prevailing shape angular and sub anqular
prevailinq quantiry about 30 o/o

sorting in general moderate
grain colour in general p¡evailing liqht
colour of the total fahric yellowish red

MSCC 5YR4/6
porosity normal bit crumblv

stfucture
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The manufacturing process: dccoant Írzm a potter at Morne Sion3

Clays (tè gwø) are collected from neighbouring quarries. The (female) pott.r ma¡ in
some cases, have to pay for the clay if the 'quarry' does not belong to her. \Øhen
quarried, the clay is piled. The inhabitants of the neighbouring village know to whom
each pile belongs and would never take clay from anybody else's pile. The potter
collects big chunks of red clay from her pile, which she deems to be of good quality for
making portery (Figure 13). The parts of the clay that have black spots in them are

rejected. The clay is then transported to the pottert shed in a bag, which is carried on
her head. Behind the shed is another 'quarry'; here white clay from the bottom layer of
the pit is collected (Figure 14). The mixing of the chunks of red and white claywith
water makes the clay suitable for pottery making. A large stone is wetted and the mixed
clay is put on top of the stone, forming a small pile. The potter splashes a little more

water on the pile, and then uses a long pestleJike wooden tool, that is thin at the top
and thick at the bottom, to pound the clay (Figure 15). She stops every few minutes to
rurn rhe clay, putting it back on the pile. In benveen the pounding she kneads the clay

with her hands. The process takes about 5-10 minutes. The pounded clay is then taken

into the workshop.
For shaping purposes, the potter uses a clay bowl with rounded edges, which she

places on her lap. She takes a handful of clay from a pile to her right, and begins to
knead the clay with her hands. She makes a long coil and smoothens it out, forming
the base of the pot. Then the clay is flattened with her hands. Now she takes more clay

Figure 13. Clay quarry.
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Figure 14. Clay pit behind the potter's shed.

Figure 15. Pounding the clay with a wooden pestle
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from the pile and forms shorter lumps. These lumps are worked into the clay she has

in her hands. She kneads the clay by turning the base and adding the lumps, forming
the walls of the pot (Figure 16). The potter adds more lumps, turning and working the

sides of the pot with the coils, going higher and higher (Figure l7). In order to scrape

the clay on the inside and outside of the vessel the potter uses a calabash sherd or scale

(caa or hay; see couebiínAllaire 1976,1977:64) (Figure 1B). She wipes the rim of the

pot with a wet cloth. The vessel is then left to dry until the next day, because the clay
is still too soft to smoothen. Sometimes, depending on the shape of the pot, a ceramic
mould is used to form the base part. The potter makes finger-notched impressions on
the rims of some of the pots as a form of decoration.

A pebble is used to burnish the vessel surface (Figure 19). The potter collects these

stones on the beach. The surface of these pebbles is smooth albeit not shiny. The ves-

sels are burnished when in an almost dry condition, i.e., a stadium in which the clay
has definitely lost all of its plasticity. The result is a smooth but not very glossy finish.
The entire outer surface of the vessels is burnished by rubbing firmly with the pebble.
The reason for this way of finishing is its producing a tight and thus better appearance

of the surface. Vhile rubbing the relatively hard pebble crushes protruding grit
particles. During the preparation of the paste these same grit particles were added to
the clay body by mixing the latter with the tempering clay from behind the shed.

tr.. r

>"ìaJ
Figure 16. Smoothing out a coil to form the base part.
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Figure 17. Adding lumps of clay to build the wall of the vessel

Figure 18. Scraping the pot with a calabash sherd.
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Figure 19. A pebble is used to burnish the vessel.

The pounding of the mixture with the heavy wooden pestle during prepararion is
meant to crush and at the same time mix the grit particles through the clay body.
Although their size needs to be reduced by breaking them, the grit particles are consid-
ered to be a very suitable material. In fabric analysis these greyish/white parricles are
indicated as weathered feldspar and/or weathered graniteikaolinite. The srrucrure of
these crushable halÊhard grains is an open, somewhat sandy one. The material is able
to let water pass through easily and therefore helps to open the clay body by its
presence, a favourable properry comparable to that of grog. Since the basis of the clay
body is a rather plastic claywith a linear shrinkage rate of about 107o, the addition of
a rather high amount of non-plasdc temper, including this opening material, seems to
be no superfluous luxury. Many of these grit particles are not adequately reduced in
size by the pounding of the clay during preparation. After building and drying the
vessels many of them protrude through the outer surface. By burnishing the surface
with the hard pebble these protruding grains are pardy crushed after all and become
even with the rest of the vessel wall, in this way dramatically improving the lattert
surface. Nevertheless, some large grit fragments that escaped from crushing seem to be
characteristic of the fabric of the folk poftery. Their presence was ar leasr observed in
all of the examined folk pottery from Gayabois (see Figure 8: d) and Morne Sion
(Figure 20).



a. Folk Pottery fabric sherd I I
t 1800/o of original size.
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b. Folk Pottery fabric sherd 12.

t l80o/o of original size.

c. Folk Pottery fabric sherd 13

t 180% oForiginal size.

d. Folk Pottery fabric sherd 14.

t 180% oforiginal size.

Figure 20. Fabrics of folk pottery from Gayabois and Mo¡ne Sion.
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The potter explains that she does not fire the vessels she has made until she can fire
a large batch at once. \Vhen suffìcient vessels are ready to be fired, wood is placed to
cover the pots, and then more vessels and pieces of wood are piled unril a height of
about 1.60 m is reached. Additional wood is placed against the sides of the pile, which
is ûred until all the wood has burned (Figures 2l and22).
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Figure 21 a-d. Building up the pile.
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Figue 22. Firing the pottery.

Concluding note

Pottery manufacture was a household affair in pre-Columbian times and it still is at
present. Toda¡ although men may assist during some parts of the production process
(quarrying the clay and chopping the wood), pottery manufacturing is a womant task.
It is speculated that women were also most likely the principal potters in
pre-Columbian times as is the case today among many indigenous people in northern
South America. Men may have played a role in producing Suazan ceramics as well
considering the fact that there is some evidence that the manufacture of pottery was

perhaps a male activiry among the Kari'na of French Guiana during the mid-seven-
teenth century (Biet 1896: 39). However, from the early eighteenth century onwards
pottery manufacture among the Kari'na has been a female activity (Boomert 1995: 32;
see also Hofman and Jacobs 200012001).

Suazan pottery represents an indigenous pre-Columbian development of the \Øind-
ward Islands while folk pottery has its roots in \West Africa but is definitely the result
of the mingling of traditions. Despite their different origins and uniciry both
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earthenwares have much in common in terms of their appearance and general manu-
facturing techniques. Both wares are made by hand, rypified by simple shapes and fired
at low temperatures. Certain specific differences, however, have been noted regarding
vessel types, fabrics, shaping techniques, finishing techniques and the amount of
variation with regard to decorative modes and techniques.

Although simple vessel shapes characterize both earthenwares, Suazan pottery
includes vessels with simple contours which often have unrestricted or independent
restricted orifices and simple rounded, rounded and slightly thickened, or inward
thickened rims. Folk pottery is also characterized by simple contours and unrestricted
orifices in a variety of sizes. These vessels often have handles attached horizontally to
the vessel wall. It is apparent that each vessel rype is related to a particular function and
bears its own name. It is probable that a similar system existed for the Suazan pottery
considering that it is also an observable fact among the mainland Kari'na (Vredenbregt

2002: 113, this volume).
Interestingl¡ Suazan jars and bowls have flat bases and low ring bases, but legged

bowls are present as well. Flat bases predominantly characterize folk pottery. The
griddle for baking cassava bread is common in both traditions, although its shapes and
sizes differ. Moreover; Suazan griddles predominantly have three legs. Folk pottery
griddles are placed on three stones.

Although the Suazan ceramic repertoire often contains thick-walled potter¡ this
seldom seems to represent the walls of complete vessels, whereas for folk pottery a thick
wall seems to be given characteristic. Except from miniature vessels the ceramic assem-

blage hardly contains thin-walled pots. Therefore, vessels with generally thick walls are

considered to be characteristic of folk pottery. Probably this was a way of dealing with
the vulnerability of the soft, low-fired earthenware.

Fabric analysis indicates that while both wares use clays of local origin, their texture
and composition are partly different. Part of the Suazan pottery shows a fine crumbly
texture, resulting in a soft fabric when high quantities of very fine quartz and feldspar
grains predominate. In a few Suazan sherds unresolved clay lumps or mudrock
were clearly visible. This may point to the practice of mixing fat and lean clays shortly
before use.

Part of the Suazan pottery closely resembles the folk pottery. Both wares show a

normal to open structure and have moderately to badly sorted fabrics. Modern folk
pottery is characterized by a somewhat coarse, badly sorted (coarse and fine grains of
several r/pes), open (bark-like) texture, with a mixture of angular crystalline, transpar-
ent quartz grains, feldspars and weathered feldspars, Iower quantities of dark minerals
and rock fragments like weathered granite and some siltstone. These differences
determine the distinctiveness of at least part of the ware and could possibly be used to
discriminate between the wares during field surveys.

As far as the manufacturing process is concerned similarities as well as differences
can be noted. Regarding the shaping techniques, coiling is generally considered to
represent the most common technique used to manufacture Suazan pottery. However,
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this technique seems often to have been combined with other techniques, i.e., flatten-
ing, slabs building, pinching and moulding. Although coiling is reported for today's

pottery as well, fashioning with small lumps of clay is the method employed by the
potter in Morne Sion and is known from other islands, for instance Antigua (Allaire

1976). Moulds of pottery are used in both traditions but the pre-Columbian potters

may also have used calabash moulds. On the other hand, calabash tools are used in
both cases. These tools are used to scrape the pottery in order to level and thin out the

surface. The potter at Morne Sion used a hard plastic tool for this purpose as well,
alternating it with a calabash tool to smoothen the vessel surfaces.

Scratching or scraping is often used as a finishing technique on Suazan vessel

surfaces. Smoothed, burnished and polished surfaces similarly occur. In contrast, folk
pottery surfaces are exclusively smoothed and burnished. Apart from the finger-
notched rims, today's folk pottery remains largely undecorated and does not bear any
slip. A polishing stone is used to burnish or polish the surface of both earthenwares.

Actually, in comparison with modern folk pottery the Suazan earthenware shows a
greater variery in ways of finishing.

Decorated vessels are uncommon today and are rare within the coarse ware of the

Suazan subseries, consisting predominantly of finger-notched patterns on rims.
However, the fine ware of the Suazoid series has incised, painted and modelled designs

often on red-slipped surfaces. Low-fired pottery characterizes both traditions. Firing is

done in an open fire. In both cases this results in rather soft and friable earthenware

and the risk of producing misfirings is rather high. Ethnographic observation at Morne
Sion showed a breakage ratio of about l0o/o during the firing process. Of the 40 vessels

Kathy had fired four showed cracks.

It is the combination of particular features that distinguishes folk pottery from Suazan

pottery.

Dffirences between folk pottery and Suøzoid pottery:

- Folk pottery has always burnished surfaces, whereas Suazan pottery has may be

burnished, smoothed, red slipped, polished, painted, scratched, incised, modelled
bear appliqués.

- Folk pottery is overall thick-walled (even the miniatures are relatively thick-walled).
Suazan pottery shows more variety in wall thickness, from thick to thin in the same

vessel. It seldom is as uniformly thick-walled as folk pottery.

- Folk pottery has a coarse and badly sorted fabric. The quantiry of dark minerals, if
any mosdy is relatively low. It is a fabric with clear quaÍtz, feldspar and weathered
feldspar/ kaolinite. Remarkable is that the latter rock fragments are particularly badly
sorted and occur as fine, medium and coarse and very coarse grains. These very
coarse grains do occur in each of the wares from Gayabois and Morne Sion. Their
percentage in the total fabric is quite low (2 to 5o/o), yet they are a characteristic
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feature of folk poftery fabrics. Moreover because of their relatively low percentages

they can easily be overlooked, for instance when dealing with small fragments.

Suazan pottery has much more variety in fabric rypes as well as in colors. Some of
the fabrics incidentally contain larger lumps and rock fragments, but such fragments

never occur as consistently as in the folk pottery fabric. Probably their occurrence in
folk pottery is related to the practice of pounding part of the ingredients while
mixing the rwo clays together. Pounding is necessary to break the bigger (relatively

soft) rock lumps, although that the pounding/mixing does not reduce all the lumps
to an upper grain size limit of 2 rc 3 mm.

- Though micas are generally related to clays and therefore quite abundant, the

presence of the gold colored vermiculite in folk pottery fabrics is remarkable.

Similarties betweenfolh pottery and Suazøn potter!:

- Both folk pottery and Suazan pottery are hand-made. Folk pottery is made by mold-
ing, lump smearing / pressing and modeling. Suazan pottery is made by coiling,
molding, flattening, modeling and slab building.

- Both have simple vessel shapes and contours.

- Both show a variety in sizes and rypes (Suazan probably more than folk pottery).

- Both are made from local clays.

- In both contexts mixing clays to prepare a clay body was a common practice.

- Both wares are low fired in an open pile.

It may be concluded that based on the above-mentioned criteria, folk pottery sherds

can be distinguished from Suazan sherds in most cases. Only when the fragments are

rather small, the distinction is more difficult to make. In this respect fabrics GB1,
GB3, GB5 and GB31 are the most problematic. This is because, these fabrics resemble

that of folk poftery, their surfaces are burnished, their colors vary from reddish brown,
brown and reddish yellow to grey / very dark grey and moreover their size is limited.
Only the absence of relatively large sized lumps of weathered feldspar / kaolinite
betrays that these fragments are of Suazan origin.

Analysis of the Suazan and folk pottery from St. Lucia contributes to the under-
standing of the manufacturing techniques of both traditions. Suazan and folk pottery
are characterized 6y a unique set of techniques, shapes, finishing techniques and

decorative modes, clearly dominated by the personal choices and preferences of the
potters during pre-Columbian and modern times and brought about by social and

cultural changes through time.
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Notes

1. Other names underwhich these earthenwares are known are peasantware, Yabbas, Creole (or criollo)
ware, African ware, Afro-Caribbean pottery and colono-wares.

2. Tlre terminology for the various vessel shapes is given in patwlt or patois, the lezuéyòl or Creole
language spoken on St. Lucia today (Frank 2001). The Þwéyòl language shows African influences.
Although the African languages \¡/ere suppressed as soon as the slaves arrived on the island, the French

planters still needed to communicate with their workers and gradually a common language evolved based

on French but interlarded with African and English words.

3. See also Hofman and Bright 2004.
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MANZANILLA 1:

CREATING A SITE-SCALE POTTERY CIASSIFICATION
AT A MUTII-COMPONENT CERAMIC AGE SITE ON TRINIDAD

Marc C. Dorst

Abstract

Between 1997 and 2003 a series ofarchaeological excauations Luere carried out by successiue

teams of Dutch archaeologists at the pre-Columbian muhi-component settlement site of
Manzanilla 1 (SAN-L), Tþinidad. The technological and stylistic cltaracteristics of the
ceramics þund at this site form the subject of this article. Tlte study of the Manzanilla I
pztteryl aimed at creãting a classification, on a site-scøle leuel, to be used as a tool for
relatiue dating and for the interpretøtion of tlte spdtiãl layout of the site. This classification
ma1 serue as an instrument to assess the ualidity of the concept of ceramic styles and their
social aspects within the Caribbean region.

Introduction

This article discusses the pottery assemblage of the pre-Columbian site of Manzanilla 1

(SAN-1) on the east coast of Tiinidad, \ü/est Indies. This multi-component setdement
site was investigated in 1997,2001 and 2003 6y successive teams of Dutch archaeolo-
gists. The pottery encountered at this Ceramic Age site appeared to be varied, both
technologically and srylistically. Furthermore, as the bulk of the ceramics derives from
shell-midden contexts, the mixing of materials complicated the analysis of the local
ceramic assemblage. The aim was to establish a site-specific pottery seriation. First, a

data set of the individual elements of technology and style was established. The
purpose of creating such a site-scale ceramic seriation was to provide an instrument for
ascribing shell-midden layers and individual middens to Tiinidadt known ceramic
complexes. Thus, the middens could be dated and used as tools in order to study the
spatial and temporal distributions of the different habitation locations at the
Manzanilla 1 site. The combined data of technological and srylistic analyses of the
7997 fieldwork resulted in the establishment of an initial site-specific classification
system of different ware types. On the basis of these ware types the pottery could be
ascribed to specific tinidad complexes. This classification system was refined after the
2001 fieldwork and tested for its usability during rhe 2003 fieldwork.

Leiden Journal of Pottery Studies 20, 2004: 53-74.
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Tiinidad: geograph¡ prehistoric culture and ceramic styles

Geograpbjt

Thinidad is a continental island, which became detached from the South American
mainland due to the global sea-level rise in the post-Pleistocene era. It forms the sou-

thernmost island of the Caribbean archipelago. Tiinidad is situated just north (18 km)
of Venezuela beyond the mouth of the Orinoco River system, separated by the water
channel known as the Serpentt Mouth. It lies between 9"40' and 10'50' N lat,

and 60'55' and 61"56' W long. The island measures 83 x 59 km; its total area covers

4772 kmz. Tiinidadt eastern shore faces the Atlantic Ocean, while its west coast is

washed by the calm, brackish waters of the Gulf of Paria (Figure 1). Tobago, which is

situated some 32 km north of Tiinidad, represents Thinidad's closest island neighbour.
Both islands are separated by the sea channel called the Galleon's Passage. Tiinidad's
climate is characterised by humid and tropical conditions. Precipitation shows two
seasons. Its distribution is related to the island's physiographic nature. Unlike many
other \Øest Indian islands, which are often of volcanic origin, Tiinidad mainly consists

of sedimentary rocks, with only a small patch of igneous rocks present in its north-
eastern porrion. The island's scenery varies from mountainous regions to flat plains and

swamps (Liddle 1946).

Preltistoric cuhure

The time span of the cultural groups that are discussed here ranges between 250 B.C.
and circa A.D.750. The first Amerindians that used pottery, i.e., the Saladoid series,

arrived around 250 B.C. in Thinidad. They encompassed small groups of horticulturists
who practiced swidden cultivation by burning plots of forest. Subsequendy, food
plants, notably bitter cassava, were grown in the ash-fertilized soil. Furthermore, animal
food was obtained by practising hunting and fishing. Settlements were located at

environmentally strategic locations, usually at the boundaries of many different ecolog-

ical zones. Accordingl¡ the sea, fresh-water rivers, brackish estuaries as well as swamps

and forests could be explored within the neighbourhood of the setdement. It is

believed that Saladoid society was egalitarian, showing a tribal socio-political system.

Society consisted of semi-independent local communities, made up of a few descent

groups. Close interaction existed among these local groups, consisting of exogamous

marriages, elaborate networks of trade and reciprocal exchange, political and military
alliances as well as shamanic religious and ceremonial interaction (Boomert 2000:

383-385). Although particular shamans or war party leaders could become supralocal

authorities, their decision-making authority was probably not comparable to that of the

heriditary chiefs. A supposed hierarchy could have existed for some time. This is

referred to as a short-term chieftaincy (Redmond 1998: 10).
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Figure 1. Map of the Southeast Caribbean, showing the situation ofTiinidad and rhar of
the Manzanilla 1 (SAN-l) site.

During this period the favoured habitation locations are characterised by a littoral
orientation while the majority of settlements are situated on small hilltops. Villages
cotlsisted of either one single, large communal house or several small, round or oval-
shaped houses. These houses were sometimes arranged in a horseshoe-shape or circular
configuration around an open, communal area Çtlaza). Popr-rlation density per c{welling
is believed to have ranged, depending on size and number of the houses, berween 16

and 60 persons. The habitation floor was kept clean and waste was durnped at the back
and around the houses. Since a major comporìent of the Saladoid diet consisted of
shellfish, these waste dumps accumulated in extensive shell middens. Other refllse,
including broken pottery, was dumped on these rniddens as weil.
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The pottery is hand-formed and was probably made by women, although in some

cases it may have been a joint undertaking of men and women (Roe, cited by Boomert

2000:393). However, according to Sanoja and Vargas (1978:107), some vessel types

of particular ceramic styles may have been produced by occupational semi-specialists,

possibly male craftsmen.

Ceramic styles or complexes

The cultural framework of Caribbean archaeology has largely been devised by Irving
Rouse. His chronological model has formed the starting point for the classification of
ceramic styles or complexes. Over the years, it has been modified in order to accommo-

date new archaeological finds and find ways and means to render more clearly different
kinds of interaction processes such as acculturation, transculturation and migration
(Oliver 1992). Rouse's cultural classification is composed of three main elements: the
'complex' (also known as 'ceramic style'), the 'subseries' and the 'series'. A complex is

defined here as an assemblage or a set of related assemblages occurring at a rype site,

i.e., the first site at which this complex was defined, and reoccurring at a number of
other sites. This represents the material culture of a group of people during a certain

period of time. A complex is called after its type site. Sets of complexes, related in time
and space, are grouped into a subseries. The name of a subseries is formed by adding
an '-an' suffix to that of its most rypical complex or earliest member. A subseries repre-

sents a set of complexes or styles that diverged or evolved from a common ancestor.

Members of a subseries are less strongly connected to each other than the groups in a

complex, and develop separately from each other by adopting elements from other
subseries due to acculturation and diffusion.

Finall¡ a set of subseries forms a'series'. The name of a series is formed by append-

ing the suffix '-oid' to that of its most typical or earliest member. Series are units that
arise from and are formed by comparing complexes in terms of all their cultural traits.
This means that series are based not only on similarities among sets of subseries, but
also on shared patterns of development among its members. However, each complex
distinguished is still solemnly based on the three main characteristics of ceramic style,

i.e., pottery morphology, type of decoration and mode of manufacture and temper.

In terms of ceramics, two pottery complexes belonging to two different series have

thus far been recognised at the Manzanilla 1 site. The Saladoid series is represented by

the (Late) Palo Seco complex (-A..D. 300-650), a member of the so-called Cedrosan

subseries. A second ceramic complex at the site belongs to the Arauquinoid series

(,{.D. 650-1400). However, this Arauquinoid complex has not been sufficiently
defined yet. Both complexes originated from the Orinoco region on the mainland of
South America and reached Tiinidad in subsequent periods of the pre-Columbian
epoch. From the beginning of our era Saladoid poftery in Tiinidad was increasingly

influenced by a ceramic series known as Barrancoid, called after the site of Los

Barrancos in the Lower Orinoco Valley. The local Barrancoid-influenced ceramic
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complex is known as Palo Seco, called after a site on Thinidadt south coast. This
complex ranged in time from the beginning of our era to A.D. 650. Based on the
degree of Barrancoid influence on Palo Seco potter¡ this complex is separated into two
phãr.., Early Palo Seco (0-,{.D. 350) and Late Palo Seco (,{.D. 300-650).

The Palo Seco complex was defined by Rouse in his 1947 classification and chrono-
logical framework of the Ceramic Age in Tlinidad. His definition was based upon the
analysis of srylistic features of the pottery typifying the Palo Seco site. According to
Rouse, the Palo Seco complex shows the following traits. The vessel repertoire is mainly
characterised by bowls and jars, which are present in a large variety of forms. The
dominant vessel shapes are open bowls with vertical or out-sloping sides. Most vessels

are provided with heavy concavo-convex rim flanges, which form the dominant rim
rype (Boomert 2000: 156-160). Palo Seco pottery is, generally speaking, moderately
thick and soft. The non-plastics/temper types vary from pounded potsherds (grog)

(Harris 1972: 6-7), pounded stone (grit) (Rouse 1947) and crushed shell, quartz (river)

sand, mica-schist particles and combinations of these (Boomert 2000:155).
A large portion of Palo Seco ceramics are decorated by one or multiple rypes of

decorative modes. Decoration includes painted designs, incised patterns and simple
and complex modelling. Vessel surfaces covered all-over with red-slipped designs and
red-painted flanged rims are the most common decoration modß. \ffhite- and black-
painted designs occur as well; polychrome white-on-red- (\ØOR) designs are less com-
mon. Incised patterns usually involve simple, fine and thin or wide lines, situated on
the upper parts of flanged rims or the inner parts of the vessel walls. A special rype of
incised decoration, zoned-incised crosshatching (ZIC), is an exclusively Cedrosan
Saladoid decorative mode. Furthermore, more elaborate designs are also found, usually
accentuating modelled decorative motifs. Modelled designs involve simple knobs, but-
ton-and-bars and 'slit' or 'coffee bean' eyes, applied to the vessel rims. Complex mod-
elling includes large incised appendages in the form of geometric, anthropomorphic
and zoomorphic head lugs, so-called adornos. They are usually situated on the rims of
bowls, on handles and stoppers and represent a large variery of animals as well as

human faces or combinations of both. These adornos are in many cases accentuated
with incisions and painted designs (Boomert 2000: 161-169). The majoriry of the Palo

Seco jars and bowls functioned as cooking, serving and storage vessels of food and
drinks. The most elaborately decorated vessels were most likely used for ceremonial
purposes such as the drinking of hallucinogenics, as mortuary gifts and probably as

trade (prestige) items.
The ceramics of the Arauquinoid series show remarkable differences in comparison

with the preceding Saladoid (i.e., Palo Seco complex) earthenware. The following
features typify these ceramics. Vessels have thin walls, are relatively soft and predomi-
nandy tempered with pounded shell and to a lesser extent with grog and quartz sand.

Mica-schist particles and fresh-water sponge spicules (cauix)t form new and uncom-
mon temper categories. Due to its exotic origin the latter is considered to reflect
a social relationship with the Lower Orinoco region (Boomert 1985; Harris 1985).
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The most striking feature of the local Arauquinoid pottery is that decoration is very
rare. Only 2-3o/o of the sherds of the most common Arauquinoid complex in Thinidad,

the Bontour complex, have some kind of decoration, including punctated, incised and
simple modelled designs. Small rim knobs, wall appendages and triangular, trapezoidal
and 'horned' rim lugs, sometimes showing a central perforation, and a few zoomorphic
ødornos also occur. Appliqué motiß appear for the first time. According to Harris
(1978), the shift towards the Arauquinoid series in Thinidad is caused by a downfall in
power of the Barrancoid on the mainland around A.D. 600-700. A result of this was

that the Arauquinoid people were able to expand downriver from the Middle Orinoco,
ultimately touching upon Tlinidad and introducing a completely different ceramic
style in the island.

The Manzanilla 1 site: geography and status of research

The Ceramic settlement site of Manzanilla 1 is located in the counry of St. Andrew
near the village of Lower Manzanilla on Thinidadt east-central coast. It is to be found
some 400 m south of the point where the Eastern Main Road reaches the Atlantic coast

and continues as the Manzanilla-Mayaro Road running parallel to the south along
Cocos Bay. The site occupies a low hill facing the large Nariva swamp, and is covered

with tropical rainforest. Intensive archaeological research started at the Manzanilla 1

site in 1997 and continued in 2001 and 2003. During this fieldwork the site was

mapped, an augertest programme was carried out and several large units were excavated
(Dorst 2000; Nieweg 2000; Nieweg and Dorst 2001; Dorst etaL.2003, in prep.). As
a result of these investigations the following conclusions can be drawn:

- The total extension of the site is some 200 x 250 m.

- Four zones of almost equal extensions (ca. 60 x 30 m), which yielded practically no
midden materials, surrounded by thick midden deposits, could be identified. These
'.*p.y zones' (all located on the flat hilltop) are interpreted as vacant spaces (plaza

areas and house locations) with surrounding dump areas on the edges of the hill and
its slopes.

- Charcoal samples from the site yielded two radiocarbon dates, 1590 t 40 B.P.

(GrA-13,865) and 1220 t 40 B.P (GrA-13,867). They indicate a habitation span

between cal A.D. 406-556 and A.D. 688-892.

- One of the habitation areas, which was studied more intensively in 200I and 2003,
appeared to consist of a plaza surrounded by several house structures. These struc-
tures are encircled by contemporary burials. The majoriry of the ceramics analysed

was recovered from several middens and to a lesser extent from the fill of features

that belonged to this habitation area. It was inhabited during (Late) Palo Seco and
the beginning of the Arauquinoid series.
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Manzanilla I ceramics

During the years of fieldwork a descriptive database of the Manzanilla I pottery was

developed. It is based on the study of both the technological and the stylistic features

of the ceramics encountered. The majority of the sherds were found in the midden
deposits. Thus far in aI|5,956 sherds have been recovered and studied.In 1997, the
technological aspects of a small sample were more extensively analysed. This involved a

microscopical analysis of the textural and mineralogical features in cooperation with
Loe Jacobs. For this purpose, aspects of the pottery fabric such as its general texture
next to rypes, shapes, quantity and distribution of non-plastics were determined. In all
169 sherds were investigated, selected from several superimposed layers of a single

midden deposit. Cross sections were made of the sherds by using a diamond saw and

smoothing the section with fine sandpaper. AII samples were then fired for 30 minutes
in an oxidizing oven at a temperature of 750C. This enhanced the visibility of the

inclusions while any organic impurities in the samples were removed. Subsequentl¡ the

cross sections were analysed using a stereomicroscope with a magnification of 10-50x.
In addition, the firing conditions and surface finishing of the samples were determined.
The srylistic analysis involved recording the decoration rypes and, if possible, the vessel

shapes, rims and bases. For this purpose the coding system for Caribbean pottery devel-

oped by Hofman (1993), and the vessel shape classification for the Cedrosan Saladoid
vessels of Tiinidad by Boomert (2000) were used.

The characteristics of the SAN-1 ceramic assemblage are discussed below. Firstly, the

general features of both the technological and stylistic aspects of the Manzanilla 1

pottery are described, and secondly an interpretation of these combined aspects is pre-
sented, resulting in a classification of different ware types per ceramic complex.

Ti:chno logical aspects

Textural and mineralogical anaþsis

Various ceramic textures are present in Manzanilla I pottery. It includes hard and com-
pact reddish brown sherds, hard and more porous sherds of various colours, ranging
from brownish grey to orange pink, and porous orange pieces. Regarding the non-plas-
tic inclusions, the following classes can be distinguished:

- siltstone with quartz sand in different quantities;

- siltstone with different quantities of fragmented shells;

- mixed quartz sand;

- siltstone with different quantities of pounded qtrartz;

- siltstone with (burned) organic material;

- siltstone with quartz sand including mica and glimmer particles;
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- siltstone with quartz sand and small chips of chert;

- siltstone with pounded pottery (grog);

- siltstone with an unidentified type of black particles;

- cauixí.

Photos ofthe cross-sections (scale 1:1) and fabric descriptions are presented below
(Figure 2). Sherds with (red) siltstone particles and a low quandry of quartz sand

dominate. The size of the siltstone grains varies between 100 and 6000 mi, while the
average sorting was moderate. The mean quantity of siltstone grains in the total
sample was about l0-30o/o. -ùØithout optical devices these particles appear to be grog.

However, microscopic analysis indicated that they are too rounded and too soft to be

pounded pottery (Dorst 2000: 112-ll3). These reddish siltstone particles are very sim-

ilar to the soft sandstone rocks of Brigand Hill, a rock formation some four km to the
west of the Manzanilla I site. The siltstone particles are subrounded to subangular,
indicating some degree of wear. This may have been caused by the, possibly uninten-
tional, mixing of eroded sandstone with the clays used for the pottery. This is also

suggested by the analysis of a sample of the natural clay of which the Manzanilla t hill
is composed of. Microscopic analysis of this sample showed that the composition of the

natural clay (iron oxide siltstone, rounded qLLarrz particles and black minerals) is almost
identical to the composition of the majority of the pottery sherds. The clay used

was plastic and had good cohesive qualities and workability. This was due to the

non-plastics included, such as the siltstone particles and sand. However, adding
more non-plastics would have improved the already good quality of the clay body
(Loe Jacobs pers. comm.). This proves that local clay sources were utilized providing
good quality clays, which needed no (or hardly any) deliberate addition of non-plastics

to obtain good workability.
Sherds with other rypes of non-plastic inclusions have been recovered in smaller

amounts. Specimens with large quantities of quartz sand, i.e., showing a siltstone-sand
ratio of 75-25o/o or more, pure mixed sand, many fragmented shells, pounded quartz

and cauixi most likely originally belonged to vessels to which temper was added delib-
erately. Sherds containing only small quantities of fragmented shells, pieces of grog,

unidentified black particles, burned organic materials or small chips of chert have been

encountered in very small numbers. Therefore, these non-plastics can be identified as

'pollution, originating from the mixing of habitation refuse with the potter's clay

during the process of extracting and handling the clay. A small number of sherds have

mica and glimmer particles in the fabric. These specimens can be regarded as belong-
ing to import pottery, since these inclusions are locally not available in the Manzanilla
region. The closest sources are to be found in the mountains of Trinidad's Northern
Range, which are located some 20-30 km north of the site.



fabric class i

distribution of non-plastic homogeneous

dominant non-plastic inclusion siltstone

prevailing grain size moderately sorted, medium to large 100-5000 ¡r

shape of dominant non-plastic inclusions subangular-subrounded

prevailing quantiry of non-plastic inclusions l0-30o/o

general texture of the fabric compact with moderate pores

Manzønilla I 6l

Figure 2. Photos of cross sections and fabric descriptions of the Manzanilla 1 pottery '¡r'ares

fabric class 2

distribution of non-plastic homogeneous

dominant non-plastic inclusion siltstone+sand in 7 5-25o/o ratio

prevailing grain size siltstone: moderately sorted,
medium to large 100-5000 ¡r
sand: well sorted, fine 100-1000 ¡r

shape of dominant non-plastic inclusion both siltstone and sand subrounded-subangular

prevailing quantity of non-plastic inclusions both siltstone and sand 20-30o/o

general texture of the fabric compact with moderate pores

fabric class 3

distribution of non-plastics homogeneous

dominant non-plastic inclusion siltstone+sand in a 50-50o/o ratio

prevailing grain size siltstone: moderately sorted, medium to large 100-500 ¡r
sand: well sorted, fine 10-500 ¡r

shape of dominant non-plastic inclusion both siltstone and sand subrounded-subangular

prevailing quånti¡y of non-plastic inclusions both siltstone and sand 20-3070

general texture of the fabric compact with moderate pores
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Figure 2. (continued)

Fabric class 4

dist¡ibution of non-plastics homogeneous

dominant non-plastic inclusion siltstone+shell @7 5-25o/o ratio)

prevailing grain size siltstone: moderately sorted,
medium to large 100-5000 ¡r
shell: well sorted, fine 100-1000 ¡r

shape of dominant non-plastic inclusions both siltstone and shell subrounded-subangular

prevailing quantity of non-plastic inclusions together up rc 40o/o in a75-25o/o ratio

general texture of the fabric compact with moderate pores

fabric class 5

distribution of non-plastics homogeneous

dominant Àon-plastic inclusion shell

prevailing grain size moderately sorted, medium 100-1500 ¡r

shape of dominant non-plastic inclusions subangular-angular

prevailing quantiry of non-plastic inclusions 10-30o/o

general texture of the fabric compact with moderate pores

fabric class 6

distribution of non plastics homogeneous

dominanr non-plasric inclusion sand mix

prevailing grain size moderately sorted, medium 100-1500 ¡r

shape of dominant non-plastic inclusions subrounded-angular

prevailing quantifr of non-plastic inclusions wide range between 20-50%

general texture of the fabric compact with moderate pores



fabric class 7

distribution of non-plastics homogeneous

dominant non-plastic inclusion crushed quartz

prevailing grain size badly sorted, large 100-5500 ¡r

shape of dominant non-plastic inclusions subangular-angular

prevailing quantity of non- plastic inclusions 10o/o

general texture of the fabric compâct with moderate pores
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Figure 2. (continued)

fabric class 8

distribution of non-plastics homogeneous

dominant non-plastic inclusion cauxl

prevailing grain size well sorted, fine 400-500 ¡r

shape of dominant non-plastic inclusions needle shaped

prevailing quantiry of non-plastic inclusions 40-50o/o

general texture of the fabric compact with moderate pores

fabric class 9

distribution of non-plastic homogeneous

dominant non-plastic inclusion siltstone+crushed quartz (some quartz)

prevailing grain size siltstone: moderately sorted, medium 100-3000 ¡r
crushed quartz: moderately sorted, medium 50-1500 ¡r

shape of dominant non-plastic inclusions siltstone: subrounded-subanguìar
crushed quartz: subangular-angular

prevailing quantiry of non-plastic inclusions siltstone: 20-30%
crushed quartz: 1%o

general texture of the fabric compact with moderate pores
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fabric class l 0

distribution of non-plastics homogeneous

dominant non-plastic inclusion siltstone with burned organic rnaterial

prevailing grain size siltstone: moderately sorted, medium 100-3000
burned organic material: well sorted, fine 100-1

tr
000 ¡r

shape of dominant non-plastic inclusions both siltstone and burned organic material:
subrounded-subangular

prevailing quantity of non-plastic inclusions siltstone: 20-3070
burned organic mzterial: 5o/o

general texture of the fabric compact with moderate pores

Figure 2. (continued)

Firing ãtmosphere

The method of determining the relationship between firing colour and firing atmos-
phere was adopted from fuce (1987: 345). Core and outer zone colours of freshly
broken pottery sherds ìÃ/ere determined using the Munsell Soil Color Charts. The
majority of the pieces of the Manzanilla 1 site show features of complete reduction; the

category of relatìvely oxidised sherds ranges second. The other categories distinguished,
i.e., incomplete oxidation or reduction, incomplete oxidation and complete oxidation,
are represented by smaller numbers of sherds. Based on this large variery of different
core and outer-zone colour combinations it can be concluded that pottery was most
Iikely fired in open fires. It is true that vessels fired under these conditions show a wide
range of different colours. However, the relatively high percentage of sherds with fea-

tures indicating conditions of compl,3te reduction suggests that most of the pottery was

fired in a somewhat closed atmosphere, possibly a covered pit (Rye 1981: 98).

Surþce finishing

The last technological element that was analysed is the surface treatment. The following
surface- finishing classification was determined for the pottery from Manzanilla 1:

- Unfinished walls characterised by overall, uneven surfaces and a powderish feeling
(25o/o of the pottery). Small holes and striations are noticeable and the coils from
which the vessel was constructed are (clearly) visible.

- Smoothed walls with a regular, overall texture and a matte rather than glossy appear-

ance (ca. 70o/o of the potter/). \Øalls are even and smooth, and coils are not or hardly
visible. This technique is usually applied with tools like a piece of cloth or leather, a

bundle of grass or hard tools such as a pebble (polishing stone) when the vessel is not
yet dry (Rye 1981: 89).
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- Burnished or polished walls (ca. 5o/o of the pottery). Bumished-wall surfaces may be

regula¡ but the tool is used directionally as a result of which a pattern may be
produced. As the burnished lines have a consistent lustre, the overall effect is a

combination of lustre and a matte or non-uniform lustre (Rye 1981: 90).
This technique is applied when the vessel is leather-hard to almost dry. Polishing
involves the same technique as burnishing but is performed more carefully and
regular, creating a more uniform lustre (Rye 1981: 90). Burnished or polished sur-
faces are often completely covered with red slip first.

S4tlistic aspects

Wssel forms

Due to the fragmentation of the ceramics from the Manzanilla 1 site only a limited
number of pottery sherds could be used for the reconstruction of vessel shapes (Figure 3).
One form is predominant:

- open, round or oval bowls and dishes showing simple contours with unrestricted ori-
fices and straight rims (TiT Cedrosan Form 1, Boomert 2000: 132). This vessel

form is variable in size. Undecorated as well as elaborately decorated specimens
occur.

The following forms range second and third:

- bowls or dishes with simple contours, unrestricted orifices and horizontally flanged
rims (T/T Cedrosan Form 2, Boomert 2000: 732).

- bowls or dishes showing inflected or composite contours, independent restricted
orifices and heavily flanged rims (T/T Cedrosan Form 6, Boomert 2000: 136).

In all 10 forms are rare, i.e., represented by one to five pottery sherds:

- bowls with independent restricted orifices and composite contours (T/T Cedrosan
Form 3, Boomert 2000 132).

- bowls with unrestricted orifices and wide, interiorly concave, flange-like rims show-
ing inflected or composite contours (T/T Cedrosan Form 4, Boomert 2000. 136).

- bowls with unrestricted orifices showing inflected or composite contours with exte-
riorly, thickened rims (T/T Cedrosan Form 5, Boomert 2000: 136).

- jars with simple contours, restricted orifices and straight rims (T/T Cedrosan Form
9, Boomert 2000 132).

- bowls or jars with restricted orifices, composite contours and concave walls above a

corner point (T/T Erin Form 10, Boomert 2000: 208).

- jars with restricted orifices, simple contours and unmodified rims, showing their largest
diameters in the upper half of the vessel (T/T Erin Form 8, Boomert 2000: 208).

- jars with independent restricted orifices, showing inflected contours (T/T Erin Form
9, Boomert 2000:2A6). This vessel rype is represented by various subforms showing
outflaring necks (type 83.1, Hofman \993: 64-65), curved necks (rype D3.1,
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Figure 3. Overview of the Manzanilla vessel shapes (not to scale)
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Figure 3. (continued)
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Figure 3. (continued)
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Hofman 1993: 64-65), straight walls or curved necks and the largest diameter in the
lower half of the vessel (types D3.3 and D3.4, Hofman 1993: 64-65).

- bowls with a composite contour, unrestricted orifices and nearly verrical walls above
a corner point (T/T Cedrosan Form 11, Boomerr 2000: 136).

- kidney-shaped bowl with unrestricted orifice showing simple conrours (T/T Erin
Form 14, Boomert 2000:209).

- bowl with attached tubes, a so-called 'sniffing' or nostril bowl. (T/T Cedrosan Form
19, Boomert 2000: I59).

The different vessel shapes can be ascribed to several functional categories, including
the preparation, cooking and serving of food, rhe srorage of dry items, food and
liquids. One particular vessel form was definitely used for ritual purposes, i.e., the bowl
with attached tubes. This 'sniffing' or nostril bowl was clearly employed for inhaling or
drinking hallucinogenics, perhaps tobacco water. Apart from vessels, fragments of
cassava griddles have been found, albeit in very small numbers. Due to the very open,
crumbly character of these griddle sherds, it is most likely that most griddles have been
pulverized. The handle forms present in the Manzanilla 1 assemblage are predomi-
nandy simple and D-shaped. Spout handles have been found as well. Bases are
predominantly flat, although bases with a pedestal or ring-shaped foot also occur.

Decoratiue motif

A large number of decoration modes are present within the Manzanilla 1 assemblage.
These different decorative rypes can be grouped into four main categories: slipped and
painted designs, incisions, modelled and appliqué motiß, and combinarions of these
designs.

- Red-slipped surfaces form the most common decoration type. It varies from just a

red-slipped flanged rim to completely red-slipped inner or outer vessel walls. Painted
decorations with red slip are rare. Vessels showing some parrs painted with black or
white designs are also less frequent, while polychrome decorations (red, white and
black next to white-on-red (.WoR) motiß) were only found on 12 sherds to date.

- Incised decorative motiß range second. Incised designs vary from simple single or
multiple-parallel lines or dashed lines on flanged rims to elaborate, geometric pat-
terns consisting of curvilinear and rectilinear design parterns. Zones filled with
incised crosshatched patrerns (ZIC) are also present.

- Modelled designs include simple forms such as small knobs, curved-wall exrensions
and coffee bean-shaped pellets on vessel rims. Zoomorphic and anthropomorphic
lugs (adornos) comprise human or animal heads, legs, paws and beaks with are added
to the vessel rims and walls. Thus, transforming these vessels into different rypes of
animals. Moreover, human legs which may formerly have supported anthropo-
morphic vessels have been found. Appliqué designs, including human legs or arms,
are fare.
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- Different combinations of decorative motiß occur frequentl¡ e.g., the combination
of red-slipped and incised patterns. Simple modelling is most often accentuated by
incised lines, thus creating punctated pellets (nubbins) and eye-shaped buttons.
Zoomorphic and anthropomorphic ødornos are most often covered with red slip and
accentuated by white or black paint, as well as incised details such as ears, eyes,

noses, fingers and toes.

- Tho other vessel features must be mentioned, although it is questionable whether
these can be regarded as design modfs: a few sherds show a black pitch covering and
one specimen is perforated. Both probably represent functional modifications.

Manzanilla 1 utare- types cløssification

The combination of the technological and stylistic characteristics of the ceramic assem-

blage of the Manzanilla 1 site has resulted in the following classification of ware rypes.

To date the data set of vessel forms is too small to allow linking particular vessel shapes

to specific ware types. Only the presence of flanged rims, a characteristic Palo Seco

trait, is noted thus far. The characteristics of the recognised ware types are presented
first, while subsequently their spatial distribution over the site's middens is discussed.

Characterization of the wãre 4lpes

-ü/are type 1

This type is characterised by a hard, compact reddish-brown fabric and smoothed inner
and outer vessel walls. The original coils can not be seen or felt by hand. Outer and
inner walls are burnished or (highly) polished. The majority of this type of sherds is
decorated. Nearly all specimens show completely red-slipped surfaces while, in addi-
tion, incised and modelled designs occur. ZIC motifs are found predominantly on this
ware type. The non-plastic inclusions of this ware type consist exclusively of siltstone
and fine qvartz sand. Only a few sherds show a fabric with some small chert chips.
Flanged rims are frequently associated with this ware rype.

Ware t'¡pe 2
This rype shows a hard and soft orange fabric and smooth inner and outer walls.
The fabric is often porous, but more compact sherds also occur. This is the most fre-
quendy decorated ware type which shows all known decorative motifs, including ZIC,
\øOR and polychrome painting in red and white. The latter designs are only found on
this ware type. Furthermore, almost all zoomorphic and anthropomorphic, with one
exception, are associated with this type. In addition, it is characterised by the widest
variety of non-plastic inclusions including siltstone, siltstone with quartz sand, siltstone
with shell, siltstone with organic materials, and siltstone with unidentified black
particles. Flanged rims are present, but appear to be rare.
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\Øare type 3
This type shows a hard, dark brownish-grey to orange-pink fabric. \Mall surfaces are

uneven and not very well finished; they have a powdery feeling. Coils are (clearly)

visible and the fabric is generally porous in nature. This ware type is only associated
with siltstone and quartz sand inclusions in the fabric. Its most striking feature is the
low percentage of decorated sherds. Designs include red-slipped surfaces, simple
modelling, and crude, irregular wide-lined incisions. Combinations of more than one
type of decoration are rare. Flanged rims are absent.

Ware type 4
This shows a hard, greyish orange-red fabric containing a large quantity of quartz sand,

often with mica particles. Both inner and outer wall surfaces are flat but have a granu-
lar feeling. Decorated sherds are not associated with this ware type, but this may be due
to its generally rare occurrence.

Vare type 5

The majority of the pottery sherds at the Manzanilla 1 site belong to this ware rype.

It shows a hard fabric with a wide range of colours, ranging from reddish-brown to
light, brown-orange. Both the inner and outer wall surfaces are smoothed and gener-
ally well finished, but more uneven than those of the type 1 sherds, while irregularities
are present. Occasionall¡ the wall surfaces are burnished or polished. The fabric can be

described as semi-porous. AII forms of designs, except \øOR, are presenr. Decorated
sherds are rare when compared to ware types 1 and 2. All non-plastics distinguished
within the assemblage are associated with this ware type. Flanged rims are common.

\X/are type 6
This ware type is represented only by rwo sherds showing a hard, compact reddish
brown to black fabric. Both sherds are thin, both inner and outer walls are smooth and
highly polished so as to show a metallic lustre. This fabric contains siltstone inclusions
with fine sand and glimmer. One sherd is covered with red slip.

Discussion

At the Manzanilla 1 site, refuse middens are present that yielded all recognised ware
rypes next to middens with only some of them. The lower layers of the deepest deposits
produced mainly ware types 1,2 and 5, of which specimens of ware type 5 are predom-
inant. \(/are types I and 2 arc present in smaller quantities. Types 4 and 6 are also

present, but are represented by only a few specimens. This suggests that these ware

types represent ceramics that are not local to the Manzanilla 1 site. Most likely they
represent imported ceramics. This is certainly the case with the pottery sherds of ware

type 4, since micaschist is not to be found in the surroundings of the site. Most
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pottery sherds in the upper layers are associated with ware types 5 and 3. \Øare types 1

and2 are present as well, but in very small numbers. The possibility exists that this is
the result of post-depositional mixing of midden materials.

Based on its characteristics and stratigraphic situation, the Saladoid series at the

Manzanilla 1 site is represented by the ceramics of the (Late) Palo Seco complex. \Øare

types 1, 2,4,5 and 6 can be ascribed to this complex. The pottery of the subsequent

Arauquinoid series is associated with ware types 5 and 3. It can not be ascribed to a

specific ceramic complex to date as these ware types most likely represent a transitional

phase between the Saladoid and Arauquinoid series at the Manzanilla I site. \Øare types

I and2 can be regarded to form the fine potterywithin the Palo Seco assemblage. This
conclusion is based on the well-finished, polished or burnished, appearance of the

sherds of these ware rypes, the large percentage of decorated specimens and, finall¡ on

the fact that they form a minority within the Palo Seco assemblage. \Øare type 5

represenrs the plain ware; it is less well finished, less sherds are decorated and the ware

type forms the bulk of Palo Seco pottery. \Øare types 4 and 6 represent import ceram-

ics within the Palo Seco complex at the site. Pottery with mica inclusions has been

found in Palo Seco context, while it forms an Arauquinoid ceramic mode as well
(Boomert 1985; Harris 1985).

Regarding the spatial distribution of these clusters of ware-rype combinations, the fol-
lowing can be stated. Several specific middens are present in the habitation area at the

site, that was studied in detail by excavating large units in 2001 and 2003.

It appeared that middens yielding the (Late) Palo Seco combination of ware types 1,2, 4,

5 and 6 are to be found at the western side of rhe plaza area, while refuse deposits with
predominantly the combination of ware types 5 and 3 and sporadically that of rypes 1

and 3 occur at its opposite side. Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that the houses

that were arranged around this pløza did not represent a single, contemporary habitation

phase. During Palo Seco times the Amerindian settlement most likely formed a horse-

shoe-shaped, spadal pattern consisting of a few houses. This was mirrored during the

transition period bewveen Palo Seco and the Arauquinoid series, about A.D. 600-750.

Since the dwellings of both habitation phases were arranged around the same plaza area,

it can be suggested that the youngest occupation phase at the site, i.e., the (Late) Palo

Seco/Arauquinoid period, followed uniterruptedly from the earliest habitation phase, i.e.,

that of the (Late) Palo Seco complex without any interruption.
Tþinidadt transition of the Saladoid series towards a simpler ceramic sryle, i.e., the

Arauquinoid series, around A.D. 650-700 is echoed in the \X/indward Islands by the

alteration from Saladoid to Thoumassoid. Often this change is regarded as a somewhat

sharp cultural break, but as Boomert states: "...this essential continuity in cultural

development was lost sight of due to the introduction of the term Tioumassoid series

for the various individual pottery complexes of the 'Têrminal' Saladoid epoch..."
(Boomert 2000: 244). The ceramic stratification at the Manzanilla 1 site clearly

indicates an uninterrupted development. The transition between the two series is

noticeable in the ceramic repertoire and can be regarded as rather swift. However, it
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certainly does not suggest a cultural break. This remarkable cultural transition can be

interpretated adequately only if it is assumed that at the time pottery (rapidly) lost its
function as a medium for conveying symbolic values.

Conclusions

The classification of the individual sherds according to \Mare types proved to be an

adequate way of ordering the wide variery of ceramics in the middens of this multi-
component site. In this way it was possible to ascribe individual refuse deposits and
midden layers to particular ceramic complexes. This, in turn, provided a useful instru-
ment for the interpretation of the spatial distribution of the various habitation phases

at the site. Clearly, the determination of ware types of the total ceramic assemblage of
a multi-component site provides an excellent tool for the study of differences among
the various ceramic complexes represented on the lowest (i.e., site) level. Using this
approach, the specific elements, e.g., pottery fabric, surface finishing, non-plastic
inclusions, decorative motiß and vessel shapes, that constitute these ceramic complexes
can be recognized more easily and will facilitate the study of the local ceramic develop-
ment. However, it must be noted that the larger the data set of ceramic samples per
single site, the more accurate and useful the classification will be. Therefore, any data
set must be updated after each fieldwork campaign. AIso, it is necessary that all mid-
den deposits of the various habitation locations are tested in order to provide a useful,
site-scale ceramic seriation. For this purpose, radiocarbon dating of refuse deposits or
midden layers with different ware type combinations is essential. The classification of
the Manzanilla I ceramic assemblage discussed here is still in its initial phase. An
attempt to obtain additional samples for radiocarbon dating will be made during the
2004 fieldwork campaign.
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Note

1. Several species are represented, e.g. Drulia sp., Ty'ochospongilla sp., and Stftltzspzngill/t sp.
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FROM MYTH TO MATTER:
THE CERAMIC TRADITTON OF THE KARI'NA

OF NORIHEAST SURINAME

Anne-Lise Vredenbregt

Abstract

Insight into the reløtionsltip between rnaterial and non-material cuhure can prouide ørchae'

ology with ø tool for comprehending and interpreting the society behind the artefdct. A study

of Kari'na pztteryt, its manufacturing process ønd its use, supports the ruotion that in the

Circum Caribbean region arteþcts dre permeated with the animistic and mythological

worlduiew of the cuhural context in which they were made. The raw mãteriãb of the

dffirent drtefacts øre closeþ related to the spirit-world and to mltbologl. Spiritual beings

and mythological characters inspire the nafis ?ersont, and demand a certdin code of
conduct. Present through the entire manufacturing process, these beliefi are An essential part
of the f.nisbed product ønd its use, rendering it a symbolic content.

Long, long ago, a group of women went to the sþ to look îor clay, for there was no cfa¡
to bé found ñear their village. They found a good clay source in the sþ and they loaded

up their baskets. Then they set off again to return to their village, leaving behind a trail of
clãyey footprints. The people in the village waited for the arrival of the women, but they
never returned. Their traces, however, can still be seen in the sky: ori :no ha:nay uena:Pl,
'the clay fetchers' tracks', the Kari'na name for the Milky \Øay.l

Introduction

Ethnographic data from the South American lowlands show that artefacts are deeply

interrelated with the non-material aspects of the cultural context in which they were

made, and that, consequentl¡ they can provide much information about that culture.

A¡tefacts, which are related to myths and legends, can be seen as the material carriers

of cognitive cukure, i.e., the immaterial values of a cultural group. Understanding of
the relationship between the material and non-material culture in present Amerindian
societies can provide the archaeologist with a useful tool for interpretation of the past.

This article arrempts to demonstrate this interwovenness of material culture and

cultural beließ by describing the ceramic tradition of the Kari'na Indians of Northeast

Suriname. It is based on data that were collected during a ten-month period of
fieldwork in the Kari'na villages Christiaankondre and Langamankondre, together known

Leid.en Journal of Pottery Studies 20, 2004 : 75-96.
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as Galibi, on the Maroni (Marowijne) River of Suriname in 2000 (Vredenbregt 2002).
This fieldwork formed part of a research, resulting in a Masrert thesis (Vredenbregt
2002), and the following article is an abstract of the extensive thesis material.

'Orin:no'2, the pottery tradition

The Kari'na are a Cariban-speaking ethnic group living in a series of villages in the
Orinoco Valley of Venezuela and the coastal regions of Guyana, Suriname and French
Guiana. Fishing is the main source of subsistence for the Kari'na on both shores of the
lower reaches of the Maroni River, which forms the political border between Suriname
and French Guiana (Figure 1). In addition, they pracrice slash-and-burn cultivation in
gardens in the vicinity of their villages. \With the introduction of enamel, aluminium
and plastic ware, pottery with utilitarian functions has virtually disappeared from the
daily lives of the Kari'na. However, the craft of pottery -an.rfacttrr. is still vivid.
Most of the ceramics that are produced these days are made for commercial purposes.
Pottery making for the tourist industry is an important contriburion ro the cash
income for some female potters in Christiaankondre and Langamankondre. They sell
their pottery from their own home to tourists making a village rour, or ro rhe rwo
women who own a little tourist shop in Christiaankondre. Some women also take or
send their pottery to the market or shops in Saint-Laurent-du-Maroni on the French
side of the Maroni River and to shops in Kourou on rhe central coast of French
Guiana, and to Paramaribo, the capital of Suriname.

It is remarkable that, while many people are quite willing to sell their own personal
traditionally made objects, the objects produced for the sale to tourists are mainly
modelled according to European examples and differ distinctly from traditional Kari'na
objects. The only vessels still made for personal use are the søbe:ra, the samø:þu and the
Pltrd:Pi, which will be discussed below. Derivations of these and miniature versions are
sometimes made for commercial purposes, but the bulk of rhe commercial pottery
consists of differently modelled animal shapes and all kinds of pots in phantasy shapes,
European-rype vases, ashtrays, etc. There is a distinct difference in the appearance
and finish of the objects made for traditional use and those produced for tourists. The
former are fine¡ more delicate, and more detailed. This goes for the vessels themselves
as well as for their decorations. Also, it seems that certain decorating dyes and slips are
used exclusively on pottery made for traditional purposes, and never on ceramics
produced for commercial purposes. These are the plant extract leø:rawi:ru, the white
slip called tø:tuø and the yellow slip named lea:muyu.

As is illustrated by the origin myth of the Milky way, ori:no lea:nay tuenã:?o,
pottery making is a female activirF in Kari'na culture. \Øhen a boat is needed to felch
the cla¡ or when the huwepi tree (see below) needs to be cut down, a woman is
accompanied by a male family membe¡ but the actual pottery production is solely in
the hands of women.
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Figure l. The lower Maroni River area (drawing: A. Vredenbregt)

'Sabe:ra, ?ørø:pi' and 'sarna:þu', the ceramic objects3

The sabe:ra, pdrã:pi and sama:þu are the three traditional vessels that are still manu-

factured and used these days. The sabe:ra is a bowl, either small or big, that is used for
drinking þasi:ri, i.e., cassava beer (and occasionally tobacco water in healing rituals).

It is an unrestricted vessel showing a simple contour. The wall profile is sometimes

somewhat thickened on the outer surface, just under the rim, so that on the outside the

vessel appears to be slightly restricted. The outer surface is usually slipped white or

yellow and decorated with rather simple geometrical patterns, sometimes only consist-

ing of coarsely applied dots and cross-hatched lines. Its inside surface is rypically

decorated with tradirional designs, painted in thin, dark brown lines, and covered with
a hard and shiny layer of natural varnish. The rim of the søbe:ra is usually undulating,
lobed, or decorated with widely spaced single or double notches (Figure 2).

The para:pi is usually somewhat larger and thicker than the sabe:ra. The vessel has a

simple conrour and is either unrestricted or slightly restricted, usually with a smooth,

un-modelled rim. Its finish is much like that of the sabe:rø. Ahlbrinck (1931: 3BB)

menrions the para:pi as a food container, but these days, and according to my informants

also in 'old rimes', it is mainly used to take herbal baths for medicinal or ritual purposes.

The sama:þu is a large container, sometimes more than a meter in height, used for
the fermentation and storage of þasi:ri. It is an independent restricted vessel with a
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Figure 2 a-b. A sabe:ra drinking bowl (Kloos 1975, p. 14, afu.9)

composite or complex contour. The outside surface of the sama:þu is sometimes deco-
rated with painted designs and occasionally modelled nubbins (Figure 3).

Clay and'huuepi', tlte rau materiøls

Ori:no is the generic term for pottery products, and also for clay, its raw material.
In both Kari'na villages various types of clay are known, each with a different colour
and texture, taken from several locations. Generally speaking, only the clay used for
making the actual poftery vessels is referred to by the generic term ori:no, while clays
that are used as slips to decorate the vessels are referred to by their proper names, e.g.,
ta:wa, hu:li or /ea:muyu. More specificall¡ the different sorts of ori:no are called after
the localities where they are found, while the ta:wd, þu:li or lea:muyu are always
referred to by these terms regardless of rheir source areas.

The clay, ori:no, that is most often used in Christiaankondre and Langamankondre
is a river clay which is taken from Ura:ni, a locality on the Surinamese bank of the
Maroni River, about 30 minutes upstream by motorboat. Once there was a village on
this spot, but the river is said to have eroded so much of the land that the actual place
of the former village is now in the river. It is exposed only at low tide. This is the place
where these days the potters' clay is collected. Some women extracr the clay when the
tide is actually so low that the clay can be taken directly from the ground, but others
take it from the river bottom through the water. Now a little sabe:ra is made with a

lump of the clay just dug up, and this is left on the spot or sunk into rhe water for the
ori:no aþï:ri, the spirit connected with the clay which is considered to reside here. This
clay spirit is connected to and forms a manifestation of the water spirit oÞoyu:mo, but
it carries a different name for each sort of clay. For instance , clay, ori:no, taken from the
location calledUra:ni iscalled Ura:ni; itsspirit, itsori:noaþi':rï,is(Jra:niaþi':ri',the
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Figure 3. A large sama:þu vessel (photo: A. Vredenbregt)

spirit residing at (Jrd:ni. The clay is collected with the hands, formed into roughly
shaped balls and in this form put into the boat to be taken to the village. Here these

balls of clay are left to dry until they are needed. Before the clay can actually be used

for pottery making, the clay has to be tempered, and this is done with huuepi.
Ifuwepi is the name of the burned and ground bark of particular trees which is

mixed with the clay. The Kari'na potters explain that the addition of huwepi to the clay

is needed to make a good mixture that will ensure stern pottery. A technical explana-

tion could be that mixture of the clay with kuwepi is necessary in order to give the fired
vessels a porous texture. This porosity allows the water stored in water jars to remain
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fresh through a kind of sweating process. In cooking pots this porosiry gives a resilience
that is needed to prevent the vessels from breaking while they are exposed to the forces
of shrinking and expanding caused by heating. These properries are less important
these days since water storage and cooking are done in modern plastic, aluminium or
iron containers and cooking pots, but tempering with Þuwepi is still pracriced.
Apart fi'om the Kari'na, huruepi or kwep is used for this purpose by several other
Amerindian groups, e.g., by the Palikur of French Guiana and Brazilian Amapá
(van den Bel et al. 1995).

The Kari'na distinguish between two different trees used for obtaining kuwepì. One
is called øra:nabø:ri and has a bark of about 3 cm in thickness, the other is called
huwepi and has a bark of about 1 cm in thickness. The finished product, the burned
and ground bark ready to be mixed with the potter's cla¡ is referred to as Þuwepi
regardless of the tree of origin. I was unable to find information on arø:nøbø:riinthe
existing literature. Kuwepi (also known in the literarure as car/zip¿), has been listed as

belonging to the Licaniø genus by ostendorf (1962: 67-68). However, Ahlbrink
(193r: 255) identiftes ir as belonging to the Couepia genus. Courtz (1998) lists
Couepiø as well as Licønia (both belonging to the Chrysobalanaceae family) as being
named /euwepi in Kari'na. Since the ara:nabø:ri tree is often referred to by the Kari'na
women as the huwepi tree, it is possible that either Couepia or Licaniø could actually be
identified as ørø:nabø:ri. Neither ara:naba:ri nor Þuwepi are said to house a specific
tree spirit. Both trees are believed to be inhabited by forest spirits in general, and when
entering the forest to collect the bark these spirits need to be respected. Hence,
menstruating woman should not go and collect the bark since they are nor supposed to
enter the forest as their 'smell' would upset the spirits.

Both the huwepi and the arø:naba:ri rrees are found in the forest behind
Christiaankondre and Langamankondre, and at (Jra:ni where the clay is collected.
The bark is taken from the tree and brought home where it is placed in the sun ro
dry. \üzhen it is completely dr¡ it is put on a sheet of corrugated iron or on a bed of
potsherds, and burned to form ash and charcoal. This residue is ground in a wooden
mortar and sifted rhrough a wickerwork sieve, the mana:ri'(Figure 4).The degree of
grinding depends on the vessels intended to be made with the clay mixture. Coarsely
ground temper particles are felt suitable to mixture with clay foi l"rg. vessels while
they are more finely ground for small vessels. \IZhile some women srare rhar
øra:nabø:ri is best used to make larger vessels and the ordinary kuwepi to make
smaller vessels, others state that both can be used if you just know how to treat and
mix them properly.

Some women crush the dried clay balls in the mortar, then add the crushed huwepi
and sift this mixture, after which water is added to the dry mixrure to make the clãy
workable. Others grind and sift the clay and kuwepi separately, then mix them and add
water to the mixture, while yet others first mix the ground and sifted clay with water
and then knead the dry leuwepi powder inro it.
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I

Figure 4. The burned kuwepi is sifted through a mana:ri' (photo, A. \/redenbregt)

The manufacturing process

The shaping of most vessels is started by flattening a lump of clay on a little wooden

board in order to form the base. The clay is then cut to the desired diameter and the

rest of the vessel can be built on top of it. Coils of clay are used to build the body of
the vessel. The clay is formed into coils by rolling a clay ball on a wooden board with
the palm of the hand. One coil is then affixed to the base and another one attached on

top of it. In this way rhe vessel body is built up (Figure 5). After adding a few coils, the

inside and outside surfaces are smoothened with a þupewd, a piece of calabash rind
shaped for this use, in order to attach the coils firmly together. If necessar¡ excess clay

is scraped off the body to acquire the desired wall thickness. \Øhen the vessel has

attained a certain height, it is set aside to dry for some time before new coils are

applied. Otherwise the body would collapse under its own weight. Usually two or more

vessels are made at the same time so that they can be worked on by turns. \When (part

of) the vessel is leather dry, it is first smoothened with the kupewa or with a knife, and
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Figure 5. The vessel body is built up with coils of clay (photo, A. Vredenbregt)

afterwards polished with a polishing stone or the kernel of rhe maripø (cocorite) palm
(Maximilianø regia). The polishing strengthens the body and closes off its surface,
increasing impermeability. It also gives the vessel a somewhat shiny appearance. The
preferred instrument used for polishing is the ta:þuu.'a, a special red pebble (Figure 6).

'Ta:þuwa', the polishing stone

The ta:þuwa polishing stones4 originally derive from the river .Si pø, which is the
Kari'na name for the Upper Essequibo River in Guyana. In the past rhere were Kari'na
settlements on this part of the river and people visiting these villages would bring the
stones to the Lower Maroni. It is said that Si:pu was a dangerous place where strong
and powerful spirits dwelled. The stones are a prized possession. Since there is no new
supply, only a few women have these special pebbles and they hand them down from
generation to generation. The polishing stones are shaped by use and have edges in the
form of the bends of the pots that they are used on. The ta:þuwa pebble belongs to the
realm of the powerful water spirit okoyu:mo. It is not easily found and it is said: 'It lies
in the water at special places. You cannor just pick it up, you have to be careful, you
have to know what you are doing and you have to talk to the spirit. You say: I have
come to take a few stones, and maybe you leave the spirit a small sabe :rd in the water.'
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Figure 6. The ta:þuwa polishing stones (photo: A. Vredenbregt)

An elderly informant, whose children and grandchildren were not interested in
learning the craft of pottery making, expressed her sorrow at the fact that she could not
hand down her ta:þuwa. Since her offspring did not appreciate, or respect, the special

stone sufficientl¡ she kept it hidden at a place where it would remain when she dies.
\Øomen who do not have a tã:l?uwa make do with the 'stone' (kernel) of a maripa palm
fruit, or with a to:?u, an 'ordinary' river pebble. Though less special, pebbles of this
kind also belong to the water spirit, and are treated with respect as well.
The following is a summary of a story told byAlfons Stjoera, the former chief of Bigis-
ton, a Kari'na village on the Maroni River bank south of Galibi. It was recorded and
transcribed by Hoff (1968: 360-365) and relates how ta:þuwa should be collected.

I have often heard a tale, I have often heard a tale of my grandmother. Long ago, long ago
my grandfather lived who was a very grear chief. He went everyr,vhere, all rivers were
visited by him, and then he was... It was he who went to fetch pebbles, to a river called
what... Essequibo. Yes, he went. Now when he went he took a dog with him. If there was
no dog available he would caÍry a banana stem. Now furthe¡more at that place there was
the ferocious water spirit Muro:þoto, Muro:þoto a water spirit, he is a water spirit. If you
should come just so (without precautions), he would eat you. -ùØhen you go to pick up
pebbles yo:u carty a basket. Then you jump into the water. You jump; so. Then because of
this... -ùØhat... a real Carib we cannot throw as food for the water spirit. No, no; that is,
we have just found something else for our purpose. A dog, a banana stem; if a dog is
available we paint a dog red and then we throw it plump! into the war.er. Muro:þltl then
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hurries toward it and meanwhile you move your basket at once: swish! you carry it, you
carry it on shore. You carry it on shore, then you pour them out, what... you soft them.

You pick up the red ta :þuuta. You pick them up. So. And if you want to go. rwice and if
the¡e is tro ãog, then you may also peel srrr! a banana stem, you paint it wirh kuse:we', and

then you thrJw the t"n"n"'rt.-,-piumpl After this you goagain to pick up some, and

Muro':þoto again hurries towards it. He thinks that it is a Carib, because of theretreing.the
smell of þusl:tte.Then you go running again to pick up some, pick up some again: swish!

and you carry it again yondèr on shorè. Then the ra:l?uua are picked up byyog, and^thus

it is hnishedi twicé only. Yes, rwice only you pick them up, you do not go too often. If you
go roo ofren, if you do'not go about it in this way you-will be lost. Muru:þoto will eat you,
"Muru:þoto will iear yo.t to þi...r. Long ago I have often heard the story from my grand-

father and my grandmother.

Slips

Vhen the vessels are leather dry or dr¡ slips can be applied to colour them. Often the

slipped surface will form the background of a design to be applied after firing of the

vessel. \Øhen the slip has been applied, the moist layer is frequently polished again in
order to produce a smoorh and shiny surface. Three different clay slips are used for
colouring: þu:ri, ta:wa and Þa:muyu. Ku:ri is a red, very fine-grained clay. It is taken

from the riverbed, kneaded and formed into a lump and left to dry (Figure 7)' In this

form it is kept and when needed the desired amount is scraped off with a knife and

mixed with water ro form a slip that can be used as pigment. It is applied with a piece

of cotton ro rhe unfired dry vessel. Usually it is applied with broad strokes, drawn

along the rim of a vessel or across the bod¡ dividing the latter into different sections.

Vessels shaped like jars are either covered entirely wiúl þu:ri or only on their lower

halves. Ta:wais awhite pipe clay. It is prepared in the sameway as hu:ri, only instead

of water leøsi:ripo (the juice that results from processing bitter cassava tubers) is used to

mix the clay irorder to form a pure white slip. It is applied after firing,6 mosdy on the

outside of drinking bowls like the sabe:ra, often as a base for design patterns painted

with þume:ti. Prior to applying fhe tø:Øa, the vessel is smeared with þume:tijuice to
make the ta:wa stick better. Ka:muyu, finall¡ is a yellowish clay with the structure of
pipe clay. It is prepared and used on pottery in the same fashion as tã:wa'

Firing

Vhen the vessels are completely dry, they are ready to be fired. First a sheet of corru-

gated iron or some potsherds are put on the sand, on top of which alayer of dried bark

is spread out. The vessels are placed on this base. Once the bark has been set to fire,

firewood is stacked around the pottery in a cone-like manner. The burning wood is

kept standing around the pottery as long as possible, but eventually only smouldering

charcoal and ashes remain. This is gathered around the vessels and occasionally

rearranged. Every now and then a pot is taken out to check whether the firing process

has been completed.
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Figure 7 . Two lumps of simi :ri resin (above) and a lump ku:ri clay (below)

(photo' A. Vredenbregt).

Paints

The fired vessels are now ready to be decorated and varnished. The characteristically
Kari'na pottery decorations, the sabe:ra me:ri', consist of fine-line paintings made with
the dyes of different plant extracts. The following is a description of the various dyes,

their preparation methods and use.

Kume:ti'is a reddish-brown dye that is extracted from yellow wattle (Vismia guianen-
szs), a small forest tree. First a thin layer of the outer bark of this tree is scraped off with
a knife in order to expose the moist, red inner bark. Consequendy this inner bark is

scraped off and these slivers are collected from the ground and taken home. They are

put into a bowl with some water and squeezed thoroughly (Figure 8). The extract is
poured through a sieve and is now ready to be used or stored. V/hen it is stored in a

bottle the extract can be kept for about a year. In its pure form the pigment gives a
reddish-brown colour, but it can also be mixed with þuse:w¿ in order to get a more
reddish colour, or with sooth to get a black paint. Kume:rl'is applied to the pottery
after firing by the use of a small piece of cotton to create broad lines, or by the use of
an awu:leya, a feather paintbrush, to create thin lines.

Kuse:we is a bright red dye extracted from the seeds of annatto bush(Bixa orelløna).

The seedpods of the þuse:we plant are opened and the bright red, powdery seeds are

put into some þume:tï extract. They are mixed well with the liquid and left to soak for
a while, so that the coloured powder will loosen and dissolve into the water. After some

time the mixture is sieved and the seeds are thrown away. This mixture can be used to
create bright red design motifs on the pottery.
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Figure 8. The slivers of þume:tl't:ark are squeezed in water
(photo' A. Vredenbregt).

Ka:rawi:ru is a beige to light-brown dye, extracted from the leaves of the þa:rawi:ru
liana (Bignonia chica).In the dry season, when the leaves of the þø:rawi:ru arebúght
red, they are collected and cooked with water. Pieces of red bark from the wosiwosi tree
(Vochysiø guianensis) and leaves from a shrub called pirapisi are added to stimulate the
release of the pigment. This mixture is cooked until it has a syrupy thickness. It is then
sifted through a sieve to take out the coarser particles and then sifted through a

suspended piece of cloth. The residue is left in the cloth to dry and harden. For use on
pottery the residue is dissolved, either in kasiri:po, in the juice from the inner bark of
the morototoh (matchwood) tree (Didymopanax and Schffierû sp.), or in the juice of
þwnsisi (Solanum sp.) leaves. Ka:rawi:ru, like þume:ti, is applied to the pottery after
firing with the aid of the au.,u:leya.

Karøi, or arinø:da þarai:rï is the black (þarai) soot taken from the bottom of the
griddle (arina:du), i.e., the cassava baking-plate. The soot is used as a black dye,

combined with different materials varying according to the intended purpose. For use

on pottery the soot is mixed with þume:tï
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Ka:rasai is the name of a species of nø:pi (Ipomoea batatø), the sweet potato. The
tuber, which is dark-red on the inside as well as on the outside, is used to give a purple-
reddish colour to certain kinds of leøsi:ribeer, and can be used as a pigment for pottery
(mainly when þa:rawi:ru is not ar hand). To colour þøsi:ri, the pulp of the grated
tubers is mixed with the fermenting ingredients of the drink. For use on pottery, the
grated pulp is squeezed out, which produces a thick, dark-red juice that can be used for
painting. It has to be used directly and cannor be kept. Ahlbrinck (1931: 233, 473)
also describes a dye called tëpuru or tupuru, which is extracted from the tupuru na:pi,
a kind of sweet potato that gives a dark red juice. In his time, apart from colouring the
þøsi:ri, this dye was used on pottery when þa:rawi:ru was nor ar hand. The term
þa:rasai cannot be found in Ahlbrinck (1931). Kloos (1971: 33) uses the name ka:rasøi
for the tuber with the characteristics described above, and both names are given by
Courtz (1998), but they are placed in his list of (to him) unknown plant species and
the names are not further specified. \Øhether the two names represent rwo different
tubers or one and the same is unclear. It is certain that they are nã:?i, i.e., sweet potato
(Ipomoeø batøtas).

Varnishing

Once the designs have been painted, a varnish is applied to some vessels in order to
form a waterproof layer that seals off and preserves the decoration, thus protecting the
vessel surface. Epa:kuru, tree resin, is used for this purpose. Simi:ri is the name of the
tree resin that is used as a varnish on pottery. The simi:ri tree (Hymenaea courbøril)
secretes awhite resin(simi:ri epu:karu) that turns transparentwhen it is hard and dry
(Figure 9). These glassJike lumps are taken from the tree or picked up fi'om the
ground. The pottery vessels are first fired and decorated. 

'!l'hen the painted designs are

completely dr¡ the vessels are heated over a fire. The lump of simi:ri resin is then
moved over the vessel surface so that the resin melts and can be applied evenly. It forms
a varnish-like, waterproof layer when the resin has cooled again. For places that are
hard to reach, like the inside of a vase, the simi:ri resin is stuck to a sdck which is

inserted into the heated vessel.

Enculturation, the learning process

At present various processes of change affect the continuation of the performance of
the craft of pottery making (and other handicrafts). As an example an impression will
be given of the enculturation process, i.e., the way in which the skills needed to
perform these crafts are acquired in Kari'na culture. In the pasr, a man had to be

capable of providing his wife with the basketry items she needed in daily life, in order
to be an eligible spouse. Likewise, a woman had to be capable of producing rhe pomery
items that were needed in the household. By now, these qualities have disappeared as a

condition for finding a good spouse. The pots that were used for cooking and storing
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Figure 9. A design pattern representing the mythical snake Ara:mari
(collection Ren Spoelstra, Surinaams Museum, Paramaribo).

food and drink have been replaced by enamel and aluminium ware, and more recently
also by plastic ware. Skilful basketry making prevailed for a long time as a marriage
condition since basketr¡ needed for the processing of manioc, still plays an important
role in the modern Kari'na household. However, nowadays young people are no longer
expected to possess these skills. \ü/hen certain basketry \Mares are needed they are

ordered and bought fi'om one of the skilful elder men of the village, and when certain
pottery vessels are needed for rituals, an older lad¡ who still knows the craft, is asked

to make them.
\Øhenever I asked informants how they had learned to make pottery, basketry, or

any other kind of handicraft, they would answer by saying that they had 'taught it to
themselves'. They acquired the skill by looking at their parents or grandparents at
work, and by trying out for themselves the techniques they witnessed. lVhen I asked

how they had learned to make the different decoration motifs, they would answer that
they had learned this in a similar manner, i.e., by watching an adult at work and by
copying designs from other objects. Later on, they themselves would have thought of
designs to make. Besides, the spirit of the material at hand can make people dream of
certain objects and decoration motiß. '\Øhen you have such a dream', it is said,

you should not tell anyone about it in the morning, you should keep it to yourself.
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Then, a little later, you go and tr¡ you rry to make what you have dreamed of. Itt the
spirit, the spirit lets you dream'.

A Kari'na who excels in pottery making, basketry weaving, or any other craft, will be
praised for his or her skill, but they are not regarded specialists. In the past the skills
needed to produce the different artefacts were a general qualiry a prerequisite for every-
day life. As a consequence, learning the skills was also part of everyday life, it was a
rather individual affair and held no formal training. Children would learn by accompa-
nying their parents when they went to gather the materials, and they witnessed the
production process. They learned by looking at elder people ar work, and by copying
what they saw. Parents or grandparents encouraged the child to learn and tr¡ but no
formal training was given.

Elderly people regret that nowadays the young generation no longer acquires these
skills. 'Young girls are vain these days', the old Kari'na women say, 'they are lazy, they
no longer want to get their hands dirry on the clay. The children go to school and they
are no longer at home where they can see their parents and grandparents at work, and
they do not accompany them to the places where the raw materials are gathered any
longer. Also, they ceased to learn which spirits reside in these materials ar rhe source
locations, and how these should be dealt with. Apart f.om going to school, rhe
'laziness' that is attributed to the Kari'na girls is also explained by referring to the
disappearance of the female initiation rite.

The female initiation rite, which was performed after the first mensrruarion of a
girl, emphasised industriousness as a good and necessary quality in women. The
symbolism of the rite is almost completely centred on the female economic role
(Kloos 1969). -X/hen a girl is having her first menstruation, a secluded spot is made
in the house where she will stay for eight days. The mother of the girl invites an old
man and an old woman, renowned for their industriousness, to come to the house
early in the morning on the eighth day. During the following ritual the old woman
places a bit of cotton in the hands of the girl and sets it to fire. The girl now has ro
throw the cotton from one hand to the other in order nor ro burn herself. Then the
old man puts her hand in a bowl of big, biting ants. All this is done to ensure rhar
the girl's hands will always be bus¡ like they are when throwing up the burning cot-
ton, and that she will be as industrious as the ants. The girl is now perceived of as an
adult woman and she is expected to take on the responsibilities associated with that
status. A girl of about thirteen, who can have her first menstruarion any time, is
regarded as lazy. She is chaffed about this and teasingly threatened with the amounr
of ants she is going to have to endure to transform her into an industrious woman
(Kloos 1969).

These days a lot of girls attend school in Paramaribo and experience their first
menstruation during their stay in town. The initiation rite is nor performed for these
girls and the old women explain this as a reason for their 'laziness', i.e., their unwilling-
ness to acquire the skills needed to make traditional Kari'na pomery.
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Design patterns

Me:ri'is the Kari'naword for'spot','drawing','writing', or'letter'. It is used to denote
the decoration motiß on the different artefact categories: søbe:ra me:ri','drawing on
pottery' (literally this means 'drawing on the søbe:rut' , but it is also the generic term for
drawings on all ceramic objects), wdru:md me:ri','drawing on basketry', and yamu?
me:ri','drawing on the body'. There are at least two different Kari'na myths that explain
the origin of all decoration patterns. The following one was recorded by Penard and
Penard (1907), and was transcribed by De Goele (1943: 2B).

Long ago a woman died and left her only daughter uncared for. The Indians ill-treated the
child and sent it to Heaven to visit her mother. But she did not know the wa¡ approached
the moon too closely and he married her. She told the moon how she had been ill-treated
and he was indignant and sent a flood to kill all bad Indians. 'For', he said, 'all virgins are

under my care and woe to him who steals but a single one'. Up to that time the Indians
knew of no designs with which to decorate the objects they carved out of wood or plaited.
One da¡ however, this moon-woman seated on a turtle came to visit them and said:
'In the shell of this sea turtle you will find my blood tulala-li (properly: 'my charm') and
in it everything you are looking for'. (It is also said that the moon-spouseì blood stains the
turtle shell every month.) And when the people examined the shell they found on the
inside the figures with which they decorate all their things even now. The moon-woman
returned to the moon. She still remains close to her husband, but at full moon she is

clearly visible, for then she is sitting on her turtle inside the moon.

Two different versions of another myth on the origins can be found in the work of
Magaña (1986: 23, Nos. 26 and27).In this story the design motiß are said to have

their origin in the markings of the mythical snakeurupuru, o1 ura?ere,that were once
Ieft on the body of a man.

A boy is seized in the forest by the snake urupuru, a snake with many tongues. The boy
grabs hold of a tree trunk, and with his free hand he cuts off the snaket tongues with a

bamboo knife. Finally he frees himself from the animal but his body is covered with
patterns. In the viilage he posts himself in the middle of the ceremonial house and the
women copy the patterns on his body onto their pots.

The snake uru?uru, who lives under the ground and has rwelve heads, seizes a man in the
forest. The other villagers wonder what is taking him so long, and they go and look for
him. They find him, trying to free himself from the snake. They kill it, and free the man.
His bod¡ covered with the marks of the snake, serves as an example for the women who
make pots, and for the men who make basketry.

All the Kari'na designs, whether they are used for decorating pottery, basketr¡ wooden
benches or as motiß for body painting, are inspired by the world that surrounds the
Kari'na people. They are representations of elements from the natural world, the spirit
world, from the stars and constellations, and of mythological characters. To people
other than the Kari'na the designs may appear to be purely geometrical, consisting of
straight and curvilinear lines, circles and dots, but to the Kari'na they are representa-

tions of animals, plants, objects, and mythical and spiritual characters. Except for frogs
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and snakes (and jaguars on basketry), most animals and plants are not represented as

individual specimens, but as conceptualisations. In most cases only a particular part of
the subject is depicted, i.e., one that is thought to be characteristic of the whole
subject, and/or a part that is especially striking about the subject. This subject, or the
element of it, forms the core of the design, but typical of the Kari'na decoration motifs
is that this core element is surrounded by an assemblage of parallel running lines, dots
and 'fillers' that occupy the entire surface decorated. These elements constitute a body
of design patterns that is used by each artist in a personal way. The name of the design
is taken from these elements, which can be recognised and 'read' by other persons. The
way in which this element or pattern is incorporated in a design differs from artist to
artist, but always follows the conventions of the rypical Kari'na style described above.

The names of the designs, based on the patterns that are depicted, usually refer to
the specific elements that are depicted. This can be illustrated with the example of the
name of a common design known as matu:ni po:ti' me:ri', which translates as 'drawing

of the lip or mouth orifice of the matu:ni snatl'. This motif is said to represent the lines
that are made in the sand by the mouth of the matu:ni periwinkle when it moves.

Another example is the basketry pattern called wayø:mu iygø:na me:ri', úte 'markings

of the tortoise's bacli, which symbolises the squares of the tortoise shell. Direct
questions about the various designs on the different media (like: 'what are the designs

that can be made on the body/basketry/pottery') yield no results, the answer being
always that'anything' can be depicted. However, in practice it is obvious that certain
designs are depicted exclusivel¡ or especially, on certain media. There is not always a

deeper meaning to this fact. The variability of basketry decoration, for instance, is

limited because of the technical constraints that the material imposes, while a human
body and a sãbe:rã offer very different frames and bases for a design. There is, however,

a certain set of patterns that can be encountered on all the different media, but even

then the representations differ to a certain extent, depending on the personal interpre-
tation of the artist and on the restrictions that are imposed by the various materials.
Thus, even painted designs on pottery vessels carrying the same name may seem very
different due to the personal touch of each artist.

\Øe have seen that there is a relationship berween certain decoration patterns and the
Kali'na mythological heritage, but the relationship between myths and artefacts encom-
passes more than only the design patterns. The relationship is a dual one: not only are

myths represented in artefacts, the contrary is also the case. Many myths explain the
origin of certain artefacts and relate how, when, and by whom they should be used.

Apart from explaining the origin of things, myths also explain why things are the way
they are', and bear the rules of social conduct in them. Artefacts carrying the symbols
of persons or elements figuring in myths thus become the material manifestations of
mythology. The mythological designs function as graphic symbols or signs, which
express - to the insider - certain 'codes' of behaviour, and which convey images and
rules. The constant handling of these symbol-laden objects reminds the users of a

large body of lore and behavioural norms. It is evident that such a symbolic value of
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the decoration patterns only has its validity in a restricted setting, since they convey
their meaning only to the insider. The symbols musr be viewed within their own
specific social context and can be understood only within the framework of the cosmo-
logical and related behavioural concepts that underlie rhe culture in which they are
encountered.

The spirit world

The Kari'na conceive the world around them as being populated by many different
spirits, each with a different origin, diflèrent characteristics and different powers. The
Kari'na people are dependent on nature and its spiritual aspecrs as ã ,ou... of
materials and food, and thus people are in a constanr relationshiþ with the beings and
spirits that inhabit nature. These contacts shape the production processes of pãtt.ry
and the other traditional artefacts. \Øithin the scope of this articlã it is impossible to
give a complete account of the religious concepts of the Kari'na and their spiritualised
world. Based on a few examples, however, I shall try to demonstrare rhe complexity of
the animistic worldview of the Kari'na, and in what way it affects and influences the
manufacture and use of artefactsT.

The -øþi':r|' (actually a:þi, -lril being a possessive suffix) is a concept thar is used
only in connecrion with a specific object or place; for instance, the spirit of tu:na
(water') is tu:na aþi':ri:; that of to:pu ('rocv) is to:pu aþi':ri'. Rocks, trees, rivers, tiny
creeks, but also houses and gardens have spirits associated with them. These spirits are
not the spirits of a certain object or place, rather they are independent spirits who have
that object or place as a residence. The term can best be tranrlated as 'spirit belonging
with. It may be said that each'thing'can have its -øÞi':ri', and likewise it may be r"iã
that a -yu:mïor -td:muru,best translated as'father spirit' and 'grandfather spirir', can
be connecred to everything that 'is', ro every animal, plant, ti.. o, .r",urål pheno-
menon. Apart from these two sorts of spirits there are water spirits, forest spirits,
guardian spirits, and the familiar spirits of the pi':yei, i.e., the Kari'na spiritual h."ler o.
shaman. The different spirits that carry their own name are 

".tu"liy all connected
to manifestations of either the water spirit or the forest spirit. For insrance, the water
spirits that are associated with the different sorts of clay are in fact all manifestations of
okoyu:mo, the water spirit. Howeve¡ this does not mean rhar oleoyu:mo is a generic
term. Neither is it so that they are different manifestations of one and thã same
ohoyu:mo. It is more that they are all oleoya:mo and oleoyu:m¿ is all of them, being a
single one and a multitude at the same time.

The different'sorts' of spirits as described above are not mutually exclusive. They do
not represent actual spirit beings as such, but the relationship berween the larter and
humans. For instance, popzpo yu:mi' is rhe father spirit of " littl. night owl, named
PzPIPz.It is an important spirit for rhe pï:yei and is believed to live in a (certain) tree
(we:we), of which he is, as a consequence, a u)e:we aþi:ri', a'tree-residing spirit'. The
pï:yei speaks of this spirit as his ahu:wa, his'familiar spirit', but when he gives this
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spirit to a patient as a form of protection he will speak of it as being an eko:sano, a

'guardian spirit'. This example thus shows one spirit being in four different roles (Kloos
1985:199).

Actuall¡ not every being or every object seems to have or be connected to a spirit,
and not all the spirits of all things are known. \When discussing certain natural
elements with my informants, it was sometimes said that a specific tree, cla¡ animal,
etc., did not have its own spirit. \X/hen asked whether this meant that it did not have a
spirit at all, the reaction was often: '\Øell, maybe it has one, but I dont know it (mean-

ing that particular spirit)'. Kloos ( 1 97 I : I 20) states that in practice only few of all the
possibilities are spiritualised, thereby formulating very well the character of Kari'na
spiritual conceptions: '...this incompleteness is partly due to the degeneration of the
philosophy. But I do not believe that all the possibilities have ever been realised. Carib
religion has never been very formal, or thought out to its logical consequences. Based

on certain principles it has always been individual and flexible, suiting individual
experience and local circumstances.'

\,X/hile some spirits are more inclined to do harm to people than others, potentially
all spirits can do harm, and almost all cases of (serious) illness and death are ascribed

to spirits. However, spirits are not believed to harm people without reason, they only
do so when they have been provoked. The harm that a spirit causes due to a provo-
cation can be directed to the person who did the offending or to his or her close

relatives. Most spirits are provoked by the breaking of certain taboos or particular
behavioural restrictions.

However limited, the description given above shows that the Kari'na belief is in
essence very instrumental and individualistic in nature, based as it is on a relationship
with spirits for which every individual is responsible. The relations with the spirit
beings that inhabit the material sources influence the gathering, preparation and use of
these materials. They shape the production process of artefacts but are also present in
the symbolic value of the object that is made using these materials. Thus, the symbol-
ism is not only expressed in the final product, but all through the manufacturing
process, from the gathering of the raw materials to the ultimate use of the object.
Therefore, the materials used, the production process and the uitimate object should be

seen as an inseparable unit. The beließ concerning the gathering and processing of the
materials are supportive or complementary to the social significance of the object itself
(Guss 1989: 127).

Synthesis and conclusions

rVhen asked, the Kari'na will state that 'anything' can be used as a subject for a design
and that no special designs are applied to important items like the mara:þa, i.e., the
calabash rattle, of the pi':yei. This was also recorded byAhlbrinck (1931t 285), who was

convinced that the Kari'na patterns had no symbolic meaning whatsoever. Ahlbrinck
pondered about the origin of the design motifs and questioned whether the Kari'na
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designs were inspired by nature or whether they originated completely independent
from the natural environment. He concluded that rhe laner was rhe case and that
originally the patterns were designed independently from narure, and only larer became
connected to it by names that were derived from resembling natural elemenrs. -ùØhen

representing nature was not the original intent of the Kari'na, how could the patterns
in any way be intended to have a symbolic significance, he reasoned. A symbolic
significance that would have been attached to the designs after their creation seemed
equally unlikely to him for, as he states, this significance would still have been known
or at least be retraceable, and this was, according to Ahlbrinck, nor rhe case.

I think we can safely state that at least Ahlbrinckt hypothesis on the origin of the
design patterns needs some refining. There is no doubt that the Kari'na pamerns are
representations of the Kari'na world, including the surrounding narural elemenrs, and
that they originated as such. A similar alliance between decoration parrerns, (social)
environment and mythology is also present amongsr the \Øayana (Boven 1997) and
other indigenous groups in the Guiana region. All the Kari'na design motifs are
inspired by the same frame of reference, namely the world rhar surrounds the Kari'na
people, a world that is not only inhabited by humans, plants and animals, but also by
numerous spirit beings. To Ahlbrinck these representations might not have been
apparent, but they are undoubtedly there, even well into our time,

\(/e have seen that the different materials that are used for the different arrefacrs are
closely related to the spirit world. Most of these materials have their 'own' spirit, which
should be treated with respect when the materials are gathered and used. These spirits
are also a source of inspiration for the designs that are applied to the artefacts, since
they can make the artist dream of a certain design. By following the manufacturing
process of the pottery from the gathering of the raw materials to the finished objects,
I hope to have illustrated the complex set of conceprs that is represented by the final
artefact. I hope to have shown that indeed the entire production process, permeated as

it is with the beliefs that are attached to the different materials and their use, should be
seen in relation to the symbolic conrenr of the final object and its accompanying
decoration and use.
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Notes

1. Freely rendered from different versions ofthis myth, byAhlbrink (1931:347), Cirino (1977:37-38),
and Magaña andJara (1982, 1983a, 1983b)

2. For the transcription of Kari'na words I use the method of Hoff (1968).

3. This description concentrâtes on the present state of the Kari'na ceramic tradition. For discussions of
oider vessel types and typologies, the reader is referred to Ahlbrink (191:343-347), Boomert (1986), and
Cornette (1992).

4. Th:þuwa also refers to the hearing-bone of animals. Ahlbrink (1931: 452) notes that the hearing-
bones of some animals were worn around the neck on a string, either as a form of jewellery or as a

medicine or charm, depending on the animal.

5. Kuse:we is a red pigment discussed below.

6. According to Cornette (1992: B2), ta:wais applied before firing, as is þu:ri. Howevet according to
my experience, in Galibi ta:ua ts applied only after firing.

7. The majoriry of the inhabitants of Galibi are baptised Roman Catholics, and the Christian God plays
an important role in the lives of most people. Nevertheless, modern Kari'na religion is actually a syncretic
complex built up of elements from the traditional animistic belief system and Christianiry influenced by
the Surinamese Creole and Maroon religious traditions.
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EARLY POTTERY FROM LATE NEOLITHIC TELL SABI ABYAD II, SYRIA

Abraham van As, Loe Jacobs and Olivier P. Nieuwenhuyse

Abstract

This xudy focuses 0n a more precise understanding of the pottery technologt underþing one

of the earliest ceramic traditions in Syria. It presents tbe resubs of a technologicøl ønaþsis

of the eørþ pztter! excauated by the National Museum of Antiqaities, Leiden under the

direction of Peter M.M.G. Aþþermøns at Ldte Neolithic Tell Sabi Abyad II, a small
archaeological site situated in the Baliþh Valley, northern Syria. This pottery øssembløge

ka. 6900 cal B.C.) precedes the plant-tempered pottery foand in nortl¡ern Syriø during the

later Pre-Hnlaf perìod. This løterpottery is þnown as StandardWare. From a technological

perspectiue, the linþs ønd dffirences betweeru the pottery of the two stages are discussed.

Introduction

In the Near East, the introduction of poftery marks the shift from the incipient,
Pre-Pottery stages of the Neolithic to the later, so-called Pottery Neolithic. In Syria
this occurred at approximately 6900 cal B.C. (Faura 1996a. I996b; LeMière 1986;
Tsuneki and Miyake 1996). \ùØhy people began making pottery remains to be

elucidated, but may have been invoked by changes in subsistence patterns, diet and
ideology (Akkermans 1993; Akkermans and Schwartz 2003; Barnett and Hoopes
1995; LeMière and Picon 1999; Moore 1995; Verhoeven2002,2004). Although the
past decade has witnessed a sharp increase in projects investigating the earliest stages of
the Pottery Neolithic, our understanding of the ceramics themselves remains poor.

This study presents a technological investigation of the early pottery from Tell Sabi

Abyad II, a small (0.9 ha) archaeological site situated in the Balikh valley, a perennial
tributary of the Euphrates in northern Syria (Figure 1). Tell Sabi Abyad II forms part
of a cluster of four small, prehistoric tells surrounding the mound of Tell Sabi Abyad
(Akkermans 1989,1996; Akkermans and Verhoeven 1995). The valley is rich in early
Pottery Neolithic sites. In addition to Têll Sabi Abyad II, early Pottery Neolithic
contexts were excavated at Têll Assouad (Cauvin 1972; LeMlère 1979, 1986), Têll
Damishliyya (Akkermans 1988, 1993), and, recentl¡ at Tell Sabi Abyad I. The pottery
from these sites, radiocarbon dated to between 6900 - 6500 cal B.C, mark the earliest

ceramic horizon presently known in northern Syria (LeMière 1986; LeMière and
Picon 1999)1.

Leiden Journal of Pottery Studies 20, 2004: 97-l 10.
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Figure 1. Map of Syria, showing the locations of sires mentioned in the text.

At Têll Sabi Abyad II, a small number of pottery sherds were rerrieved from a large
pit (pit A) that represenrs the final srage - termed 'level 1' - of a long p.e-potreiy
occupation. Dug from the surface of the mound, the ash-filled pit contained 137
pottery sherds in addition to various other small artefacts. No architectural features
were found in association with the pit, and the mound seems ro have been largely
deserted at his stage (verhoeven 2000)2. The morphology and the technology oflhe
sherds were studied macroscopically (Nieuwenhuyse 2000). This lefr a numbei of ques-
tions pertaining to the ceramic technology. In particular, we wished ro gain fuither
insight into the selection and the preparation of the clay fabric, the shaping methods
used and the firing techniques adopted by the early potters. Also, *. *irh.d to
investigate the relationships berween the earliesr ceramic production and the more
extensively studied 'standard \Øare' dating to later stages in the Pottery Neolithic.
Sixty-six fragments were selected for study in Leiden (Figure 2).

The pottery

The early pottery found at TêII Sabi Abyad II can be characterized as being coarsely
organic-tempered, imprecisely shaped and roughly finished, handmade porrery.
Têchnologicall¡ the studied assemblage comprises a single, albeit heterogeneous group.
\X/all thickness is highly variable from one vessel to the next. Characterisiicall¡ iivaries

Sa aÍr
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Figure 2. Têll Sabi Abyad II. A selection ofanalysed sherds
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considerably even on a single vessel. On the whole, though, there is a tendency towards
a thick vessel wall. Also, the base is usually rather thick-walled. The rims are wobbly
and irregula¡ and the vessel height ofren varies considerably.

The early potters fabricated a very limited range of vessel shapes (Figure 3).
According to Faura (1996b), LeMière (1986), and Nieuwenhuyse (2000) it is diflìcult
to establish discrete typological distinctions. The various morphological categories
shade into one another imperceptibly. Main vessel shapes are convex-sided bowls and
hole-mouth pots. A very characteristic shape is a tall pot with vertical walls and thick,

)

/ /n
Í

0 Scm

Figure 3. Tell Sabi Abyad II. Characteristic vessel shapes of the ceramics from level 1

(after Nieuwenhuyse 2000).
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coarse loop handle. Usuall¡ the pottery sherds have simple, plain rims; flat bases

predominate.

The raw materials

In order to test the assumption of local production, we took a series of clay samples in
the direct viciniry of Tell Hammam, situated some five km west of Têll Sabi Abyad in
the Balikh floodplain. The results of the workability tests indicate that the early pottery
of Tell Sabi Abyad II was made locally (see Appendix 1). Most of the local Balikh clays
were suitable for pottery production. \Øe may assume that the potters selected the most
usable clays.

Fabric analysis of the pottery sherds shows that the potters prepared the clay by
adding organic material. Adding organic plant fibres to the clay improved the cohesive
strength. Mixed with organic fibres the clay can be worked into a more pliable
condition without losing its strength. Such an organic-tempered clay body facilitates
coiling, because the coils will not easily break. At the same time, the more pliable
condition of the clay improves the capacity of the coils to adhere to each other.
Furthermore, it reduces the risk of developing cracks during drying and firing. Finall¡
the organic material results in a more 'open' structure, which facilitates moisture to
escape quickly and freely from the clay. One proporrion of fibres of one ro rhree
volume parts of dry c\ay, or less, really opens the fabric structure, irrespective of the
presence of mineral grains.

Measured in amounts of dry volume the proportions of organic material to clay
vary from I :1 to 1:6. The size of the organic fibres roughly varies between 0.5 mm and
10 mm. In general, the clay-fibre mixtures are not homogeneous. Fibres of different
sizes, of dung or chopped straw were mixed together through the clay. In thin sherds,
howeve¡ only (very) fine fibres are included.

Apart from the organic fibres, the clay includes mineral grains in various amounrs
and sizes (Tâble 1). The dominant grain rype is calcite. The other mineral inclusions -
less frequently and in smaller quantities - are quartz, several rypes of siltstone and
basalt. Pyroxene, feldspar, iron-oxide concretions, mica's and kaolin grains occur spo-
radically. A comparison with the clay samples shows that most of the above-mentioned
minerals were present in the natural clay from the region.

One single sherd has a relatively high proportion of basalt grains, angular to sub
angular in shape. Qualitativel¡ this sherd shows a somewhat different composition
compared to the others. The vessel may constitute an import, although the colour and
the matrix of the clay do not differ from the other sherds.

\ùØith respect to the workabiliry and the behaviour during drying and firing, a

certain amount of mineral non-plastics in the clay was necessary. Under normal firing
conditions, with temperatures nor exceeding 750"C, a quanriry less than 20 o/o of
mineral inclusions would not make the fabric structurally more open, than generally
found in poftery assemblages. About half of the sherds show a volume proportion of
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Tâble 1. The early pottery of Têll Sabi Abyad II: the fabric.

Fabric

Colour:

complete fabric: 10yR6l3-614 (pale brown and light yellowish brown)

10YR8/4 (very pale brown); 7.5YR6/4

(light brown); 5YR7/4 (pink)

often 10YR4/1-3l1 (dark gray)

to 2.5Y3ll (very dark gray)

are often 10YR8/2 very pale brown; 10YR7/2

(tight gray) and 5YR7/3 (pink)

cores:

surfaces:

Grains

dominant types:

occuring in low quantities:

sporadically occuring types

dominant sizes:

quantity:

dominant shapes:

sorting:

colour:

calcite

quârtz; siltstone (several types); basalt

pyroxene; feldspar; iron oxide concretions; mica's; kaolin

100¡r - 250¡r; 100¡r - 500¡r; 100¡r - 1 mm.

va¡iable, 5 to |5o/o; 15 to 30o/o;30 to 40o/o

angular to sub angular and sub rounded

moderate and moderate to good

prevailing light grain colours

Pores: mostly a relatively high porostiry mainly caused

by the elongated voids of burned fibers. Fibers

were added in quantities varying from al¡out 15 to

50 o/o by volume and with sizes roughly between

1 and 5 mm. and between 1 and 10 mm. in length.

Matrix: normal

to open
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Iess than 20o/o of mineral inclusions. Even such low proportions of sand reduce shrink-
age. The remaining half of the sherds shows a volume proportion of over 20o/o of
grains. This makes the structure notably more open and porous, with favourable effects

during drying and firing. An obvious disadvantage of greater quantities of mineral
inclusions, however, is a strongly reduced plasticiry of the mixture. A proportion of
30o/o of mineral grains, found in about a quarter of the sherds, may result in a

crumbly fabric structure, while 35o/o or more usually results in a significant reduction
of the coherence, found in about one-eighth of the sherds. Two sherds are exceptional
in this respect, both having about 40o/o of mineral grains. They form the upper limit of
what is technologically possible in terms of grain quantity. It is remarkable that in two
sherds, with a high amount of grains, only a few fibres were added.

Tentativel¡ three overlapping groups of grain sizes can be made: sizes berween
100 and 250¡r; sizes berween 100 and 500¡r; and sizes between 100 and 1000¡r
or more. It is important to note, however, that these categories are arbitrary distinctions
on a continuum, not discrete groups. Most of the sherds contain grains varying in size

bewveen 100 and 500¡r. The mineral grains are predominantly sub-rounded in shape,
although sub-angular and angular grains do occur as well. In general, the grains are of
different shapes. Part of the calcite is of the crystalline type that tends to split in
typical rhomboidal-shaped grains. These are often transparent or translucent4. Other
varieties show dull-white to cream-coloured grains of calcite. These are not rhomboidal
but arbitrary, and mostly they are sub-rounded and sub-angular in shape. By mechan-
ical forces the crystalline variety of the predominant calcite tends to break in angular-
shaped grains. However, because it is a relatively soft mineral (measuring 4 on Moht
scale), calcite erodes quite easily making the grains sub-angular to sub-rounded.
Furthermore, the angularity of calcite grains is reduced when the pottery is fired at
temperatures above 700"C.

The shaping technique

The shaping methods documented in the studied sample attest to a limited repertoire
of shaping techniques available to the potters. In this aspect, too, pottery production
was considerably less diversified than it would be in later stages. The potter started with
shaping the base. The relatively thick bases are predominantly flat. These were made by
flattening out a piece oî clay, either between the hands or on the ground. Frequentl¡
the base shows an uneven thickness, being much thicker in the centre than at the
transition to the wall. Rarel¡ potters used a small pit in the ground or a simple mould,
in order to cteate a base that was slightly convex. The lower parts of a discarded vessel

may have been adopted as a mould for these bases.

The main hand-building technique used to build the vessel wall is coiling. This is

indicated by the finger impressions that can frequently be observed at the interior
surfaces, which result from pressing and smearing the individual coils5. Other sherds
show the attachments of the individual coils in horizontal ridges along the interior
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surface, suggesting that between 2-4 cm of vessel wall was made with a single coil.

Loop handles were placed high upon the vessel wall, simply by placing them on the

surface and smearing the clay over the surface. Apart from coiling, small-size vessels

were made by pinching a ball of clay between the fingers. Coiling and pinching are the

two primary shaping techniques documented. \Øe observed no indications that the

potters used slabs or other shaping methods.

Following the primary shaping process the vessel wall was scraped, traces of which
can ofren be observed. Finally, the irregular vessel wall was roughly smoothed, proba-

bly by simply using wet fingers. Occasionall¡ the surface was burnished. In an earlier

presentation of this pottery, Nieuwenhuyse (2000: 125) suggested that the majoriry of
the pottery (about 620/o of all sherds) was burnished. However, this proportion may be

slightly exaggerated. Some of the sherds that were initially considered as being
'burnished', on a closer look appear to have been very carefully smoothed rather than

burnished. Occasionall¡ a somewhat glossy surface effect seems to have resulted from

posr-deposirional processes. Post-depositional processes also led to the accretion of a

red surface coating on a number of sherds, which might easily be mistaken for a red

'slip'. However, rhe use of these surface-finishing techniques was relatively superficial.

None of the sherds studied shows the well-smoothed, carefully finished surfaces or the

even, regular wall-thickness that are often associated with later plant-tempered

Standard \Øare from Tell Sabi Abyad (LeMière and Nieuwenhuyse 1996). Thus, the

locations of the individual coils are in some cases sdll visible, and the exterior surfaces,

although smoothed, are still comparatively rough and uneven.

The firing technique

According to the Munsell Soil Colour Charts (2000 revised edition) most of the

pottery shows dark grey to very dark grey cores (10YR4/1, 10YR3/1, 2.5Y31I,

respecively). It is clear that these result from the way of firing. The pottery will have

been fired under prevailing reducing circumstances. The dark-grey core disappeared

completel¡ or almost completel¡ in refiring tests at 750"C under oxidizing condi-

tions6. The strong development of a black core was, of course, encouraged by the abun-

dant presence of variable quantities of added organic fibres in the clay. The firing must

have lasted relatively short, while the firing temperatures did not significantly exceed

750"C. This can be deduced from the abundant presence of calcite grains in the clay

fabric showing an intact crystal structure. Had the pottery been fired at temperatures

exceeding 750"C, this structure would have changed into grains showing a more

amorphous shape.

Most likel¡ the potters used a simple firing method, e.g., a partly covered pit or a

pile of ceramic vessels covered with fuel. No such pits were recovered from Tell Sabi

Abyad II, where the final occupation level containing the sherds (level 1) consisted of
a single, Iarge pit used for, presumabl¡ refuse. The recent excavations at Têll Sabi

Abyad I of Early Pottery Neolithic occupation levels, however, occasionally yield
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ash-filled pits. Although this remains speculative at this stage, some of these may have
been used as pottery firing places.

Notwithstanding the dark cores, the exterior surface of the pottery, on the whole, is
relatively light coloured. Frequently occurring surface colours include very pale brown
(10YRB/2), light grey (I}YW12, 2.5Y712) and pink (5YR7l3). Some general fabric
colours, in the outer zones of the original sherds are pale brown and light yellowish
brown (10YR6/3; 614); very pale brown (10YR8/4); light brown (7.5YR614); pink
(5YR714) (less frequent light grey 10YR717, I}YWl2). The light surface colour may
partly be attributed to the development of a surface scum7, but it also points to a short
period of oxidation at the end of the firing process. Presumabl¡ the pile was opened
and the ashes removed when still hot. At this stage, at the end of the heating process
and during the cooling, oxygen was allowed to penetrate into the pottery. At the same
time, the material must have cooled down rather fast, resulting in a limited time-period
available for the re-oxidation. In many cases, no more than a small zone at the surface
or just the skin of the sherds was affected by the oxidation. In protruding parrs, like the
rim and handles, the oxidation process could more easily change the colour from dark
grey into buffi light yellowish brown or one of the other oxidation colours.

A comparison with the later Pre-Halaf Standard'W'are

After the initial introduction of coarsely-made, plant-tempered pottery in northern
Syria at around 6900 B.C. the production of plant-tempered ceramics conrinued
for over a millennium. Known as 'standard \Øare', it will gradually give way to the very
complex decorated Fine wares from the Early Halaf period, at around 6100-5800 B.C.
(Akkermans 7993; LeMière and Nieuwenhuyse 1996; Cruells and Nieuwenhuyse in
press). To what degree are the technologies of the rwo categories comparable?

Comparing the early pottery of Têll Sabi Abyad II with the later Pre-Halaf Standard
\(/are we may conclude that the potters added organic temper to the clay in both
stages. Vith the abundant use of plant temper, pottery production resembled the
preparation of mudbricks. Coiling was the main shaping technique. The main surface
finishing techniques found in the earliest pottery, smoothing and burnishing remained
important during later stages. The resemblances are such that it may even be diffìcult
to distinguish between the two periods on the basis of non-diagnostic sherds from
non-stratified contexts, such as surface collections.

However, there are some major differences too. The earliest clay fabrics, for one
thing, are much coarser. They contain higher proportions of non-plastic inclusions,
and potters invested less effort in a careful preparation of the clay body than later
Pre-Halaf potters would. In later periods, the range of shaping techniques available to
the potters expanded and included the use of moulds, to shape a convex base. The
range of shapes is rather basic at this early stage, and it does not include any of the
complex shapes found later on. Furthermore, although the basic surface finishing
techniques are akeady present from the outset, there can be no doubt that these were
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used much more intensively in later stages. In contrast to the early period, a somewhat

more diverse firing strategy is seen with the later Standard -ùØare.

However, it is the lack of 'fine'/'coarse' distinctions that perhaps represents the main

difference between the earliest products and later Standard \Øare. During the later

Pre-Halaf period, distinctions existed between 'fine' and 'coatse' potteryr, each category

having its own decorative styles (or the lack thereof) (LeMière 2001; LeMière and

Nieuwenhusye 7996; Nieuwenhuyse et al. 2002). These can be seen as the active

expression of social relationships existing betrveen people. In this early stage, however,

this pattern does not yet seem to exist.

Conclusion

From a porrer's point of view the early pottery of Tell Sabi Abyad II forms a single,

albeir variable group. The potters added organic material to clay from local clay

beds close to their village 8. The potters obviously kept an eye on the amounts of
non-plastic inclusions present in the clay. \Øhen the fabric contained a relatively high

proporrion of mineral grains, they reduced the amount of fibres and uice uersa. The
pottery is handmade (coiling and pinching), roughly finished and simply fired in a pit.

\Øithin this group, variation in fabric, wall thickness and vessel size can be observed.

The clay body used varies considerably in the amount and size of the organic inclu-
sions, as well as in the amount, size and shape of the mineral inclusions. Also, surface

finishing techniques show some variation, including scraping, smoothing and burnish-
ing. However, no significant or convincing relationships berween the various character-

istics like wall thickness, exterior surface treatment and the amount and size of the

mineral/organic inclusions can be demonstrated. In other words, the early pottery
assemblage does not include distinct'fine' and'coarse'categories like it does in the later

Pre-Halaf Standard \Øare. Apart from technological innovations, these differences sug-

gest modifications in the social role of ceramics in Late Neolithic societies. The recent

discovery of well-preserved Early Pottery Neolithic contexts at nearby Têll Sabi Abyad

I promises relevant data to further explore this issue.
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Appendix I

Anafusis of clay sørnples

No. Linear dry shrinkage Total shrinkase

after firins ar 700'C ox.

Grain woe

9o/o 9o/o

8o/o

9.5o/o

60/o

7o/o

I0.5o/o

10.5o/o

l1o/o

llo/o

calcite I ca.1.5o/o / sub angular
(SA)/sub rounded (SR)

mu. size 0,5 mm / sporadically

quartz, feldspa¡ siltstone grains

2. 8o/o calcite I 10-l5o/o / SA/SR

max. size 1.0 mm

3. 9o/o calcire I ca. 5olo / SA"/SR

mu. size 1.0 mm / sporadically

iron oxide siltstone grains (dense fabric)

4. 60/o calcite I l5-20o/o / SA/SR

mu. size 0.5 mm / sporadically

iron oxide siltstone grains

5. 7% calcite I ca.7jo/o / SA/SR

max. size 1.0 mm / incidentally up to 5 mm

6. 10o/o calcite I 5-l0o/o / SA/SR

mu. size ca. 1.0 mm / sporadically

siltstone and steatite

7 l0o/o ctlcite I ca.5o/o / SA/SR

mu. size 1.5 mm

8. Ilo/o calcite I 5-10o/o / SA/SR

max. size 0.5 mm

9. llo/o calcite I ca.5o/o / SA/SR

mu. size 1.5 mm, most smaller

incidentally clay lumps up to 7 mm

The colours of the clays when fired under oxidizing conditions at 700'C varies around pink
(7.5yW13-714) and7.5YR6l3-614 (light brown) (MSCC 2000 revised edition). AII the clay

samples have good firing properties and are baked to a normal to dense fabric.

Once brought in a plastic condition all clays are suitable for making coils. This was established by

workabiliry tests. (Mind, that they were selected on this properry). Only clay sample no. 4 is a
little short, but can still be used without problems. These clays, characterized as silry loams, show

a drying shrinkage that is more or less equal to their total shrinkage at 700'C. A natural drying
shrinkage of more than 5 to 7 o/o can be considered as problematic due to the development of
cracks during drying and firing. An excellent solution to this problem is the addition of 15 to 25o/o

of non-plastics. Even better is to add fibres, since fibres make the clay mass more coherent during
shaping and drying. Obviousl¡ this is what the early potters of Têll Sabi Abyad did.
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Notes

1 . In terms of the local, regional chronology this stage is known as the Baliþh IIA period.

2. During the eariy stages of the Pottery Neolithic the occupation shifced to nearby Tell Sabi Abyad I.

3. Since in all cases calcite is the dominant and mostly the only grain rype of signiûcance, rhe material is
grouped according to grain size insread ofgrain rype.

4. Due to the influence ofcarbon they can also appear grey to dark grey.

5. The smoothing of the exterior surfaces tends to obliterate visible traces of the shaping process

6. Sherds were sliced prior to the refiring. After the refiring at 750" C very pale brown (10YRB/4,
10YW 14, 10YRB/2) to pink (7 .5YP7 14) are frequently occurring colours.

7. Many sherds also show secondary-surface residues, which can be post-deposirional. This includes a red
residue that suspiciously resembles a slip. In addition, very fine iron components are somerimes present in
the cavities left by burned-out organic matter. Because it mainly occurs in these cavities, this iron residue
probably was present in the fibres themselves.

8. The adoption of plant-tempered fabric at Têll Sabi Abyad was part of a much larger supra-regional
phenomenon at the beginning of the Pottery Neolithic period.
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THE MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUE OF THE COBA BO\TLS
AND OTHER IATE-CHALCOLITHIC POTTERY FROM

OYLUM HÖYÜK TURKEY

Abraham van As and Loe Jacobs

Abstract

Oylum Höyäk is an archaeological site in soatheastern Turkey. It was a regional centre 0n

the boundary between Anatoliø and Syriafrom the fourth millennium B.C. to the Hellenis-

tic period. Excauations took place between 1995 and 2002, and were carried zat by a jzint
project of tbe Istørcbul Section of the German Archaeological Institute and the Hacettepe

(Jniuersity in Anþara. This article reports orc a technological study of the Late-Chalcolithic

potteryfom tlre western terrace of the mound. Infact, the study is a re-examination of the

same ceramic assemblage, which had earlier been studied by Barbara Helwing and Atilla
Engin. At the request of Barbara Helwing we høue anaþsed the pottery irc the excauation

house of the Oylum Höytik expeditiorc in the summer of 2000. This contributiorc deals witlt
a reconstruction based on the obserued technical features followed by a simulation experi-

ment of the manufacturing technique of the characteristic mass-produced Coba bowls.

In addition, it includes a short summar! and some additional remarþs on the technological

aspects of the other Late-Chalcolithic pottery /ìom O/um Höyük.

Introduction

Oylum Höyük is situated in southeastern Turkey in the foothills overlooking the

Mesopotamian Euphrates floodplain, close to the modern town of Kilis near the Tirrk-
ish-syrian border. The multi-period site was inhabited from the Neolithic period to

Hellenistic times. The first systematic excavations directed by Engin Ötgett (Hacettepe

Universiry Ankara) started in 1986. Since 1995 the German Archaeological Institute in
Istanbul, represented by Barbara Helwing, joined the project. One of the main objec-

tives of the excavations was to produce a stratigraphic sequence for the western

Euphrates region, because the history of this region was virtually unknown, when com-

pared to the intensively researched regions of Cilicia and the Euphrates Valley. For the

r.rults of the recent excavation seasons we refer the reader to Özgen et al. (1997;

1999); Orgrn and Helwing (2001); and since 1996 annual reports in Kazt Sonuçlart.

Toplantut.

Leiden Journal of Ponery Studies 20, 2004 : I I I -120.
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The Late-Chalcolithic (fifth-fourth millennium B.C.) pomery assemblage discussed
here comes from several 4 6y 4 metres trenches on the wesrern terrace of the mound.
The excavated remains, from each trench, have been stratigraphically analysed, after
which the individual stratigraphies have been linked. The trenches document a period
of occupation lasting for several centuries during the earlier stages of the Late-Chal-
colithic period, Late Chalcolithic I and Late Chalcolithic 2 in the currenr terminology
(see Özgen et aI. 1999: 35-38).

The Late-Chalcolithic pottery assemblage includes Coba bowls (Cobø Schalen),
standard ware (Støndardleeramih), fine ware (Feinheramih) and grey-burnished ware
(Graue polierte KeramiÞ). Although the thorough archaeological study of Barbara
Helwing and Atilla Engin (Özgen et al. 1999: 38-43) also paid arrenrion ro some
technological aspects of this pottery, we were none the less asked to carry our a rechno-
logical analysis of the same assemblage. A representative sample has been re-examined
as to the fabric and applied manufacturing technique. For borh the chronological data
and the geographical distribution of the various distinguished pottery rypes, we refer
the reader to Özgen et al. (1999: 42-43).

The Coba bowls

Characteristics

The Coba bowls named after Coba Höyük, are mass-produced, open, half globulaa
flat and deep bowls (Figure 1). Three categories of sizes can be distinguished.
The diameter of the rim of the standard Coba bowl varies berwe en 22 and 26 centime-
tres. A few bowls have a rim diameter that comes to 30 centimetres; other bowls have
a rim diameter of less than 12 centimetres. Opposite to the standard and large Coba
bowls, the last category of so-called miniature Coba bowls is rather thin-walled.

The standard and large Coba bowls are characterized 6y its rather thick walls, rough
surfaces and traces of scraping and smoothing. The clay body is gritty and sometimes very
calcareous. The coarse sand particles can be as large as 5 mm. Taking into consideration
the shape of the pores, the bowls have been tempered with chopped straw. In general the
colour of the bowls is rather uniform. According to the Munsell Soil Colour Charts
(1992 revised edition) the colours at the out- and inside vary berween very dark greyish
brown (10\aR3/2),light grey (I}YW12), grey (7.5YR5/1), pink (7.5YW14) and reddish
yellow (5YWl6).In case of a mottled surface, various colours are visible on one and the
same bowl: reddish yellow (7.5YR7lB), very pale brown (10YWl4),light brownish grey
(10\aR6/2), dark grey (7.5YR4ll) and very dark grey (7.5YF.3ll). Many bowls show a

black core. The miniature Coba bowls display the same colour ranges.

A reconstruction of the manufacturing tecltnique

Since the coiling technique is rather time-consuming it seems nor very plausible that
the mass-produced Coba bowls have been made in this technique as stated in Özgen et
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al. (1999:38). Moreover, we have not found clear and convincing rraces of the coiling
technique, e.g., marks of possible joins (fractures, slight thickenings of the wall or
traces of strengthening the wall at these places by tapping, scraping, smearing and
smoothing). Although, characteristics of the normal dry-moulding technique have not
been observed, the rather shallow form of the Coba bowls points to the use of some
support during construcrion.

The above-mentioned characteristics led to the following reconsrrucion of the
manufacturing technique. First, the potter prepared a rarher soft clay body. Since the
natural clay was rather short, its plasticity was improved by adding some dung.
Furthermore, chopped straw was added in order to ameliorate the coherence of the
clay. Then, a piece of clay was flattened between both hands. Supporting and rotat-
ing the slab of clay in the palm of one hand, the porrer .r..d thè firt ãf the other
hand to push the clay into a rough thick-walled bowl-like shape. Also possible is that
the potter pushed the clay with using a round stone rool. Next, the porrer formed the
upper part of the bowl and the rim by pinching. This had to be done fast in this
early stage when the cohesive clay was still weak. In a later stage the clay would be
too dry for using the pinching technique without the development of little cracks
perpendicular to the rim. By pinching the clay in a weak condition this could be
prevented. Next, the potter corrected the shape of the wall by pressing and smooth-
ing. After the bowls had been left to dry for a while, the rim was moistened and
finished. Since the wall of the lower body of the bowl was srill too thick this had to
be made thinner by pressing, scraping and smoothing. It seems thar a flint tool was
used at the inside (see for flint scraping: van As et al. 199611997: Figure 8;López
Varela et al. 2002). Somerimes, rhe rim was smoorhed again. In this case, rhe rim was
horizontally rubbed and pressed between the thumb and fingers of the potter's wet
hand. The potter could also have used a small leather cloth or a plant leaf. Finall¡
the base was scraped at the outside and after a period of drying the Coba bowls were
fired in a bonfire.

Simalation experimercts

The reconstruction of the manufacturing technique as based on rhe interpretation of
the visible technical traces was followed by simulation experimenrs, near the excavation
house and in Leiden (Figures 2-10). For this purpose, local clayfrom the direct vicin-
ity of Oylum Höyük was used. Dung and chopped straw were added to the natural
clay. Next, the same forming procedure as described above was followed.

The other Late-Chalcolithic pottery caregories

Apart from the Coba bowls the Late-Chalcolithic pottery assemblage from Oylum
Höyük includes standard ware, fine ware and grey-burnished ware (özgen et al. 1999:
39,4r).
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Standørd ware

The standard ware includes bowls, pots, large pots, jars, casseroles, ceramics with a

scratched decoration, polychrome painted and straw-tempered poftery, and red slipped

potrery. Apart from the fine red-slipped pottery, the standard ware is made of a coarsely

minerally- and organicall¡tempered clay body. The standard ware is handmade and

fired in a bonfire at relatively low temperatures.

Some bowls look like the Coba bowls. However, the clay body contains less organic

material. The bowls are, also, more carefully finished. Since complete bases were miss-

ing and the wall fragments were finished by scraping and smoothing, it was difficult to

reconsrrucr the details of the manufacturing technique . The out- and inside colours are

often mottled. They vary between very pale brown (10YRB/4), pink (7.5YR8/4) pink
en reddish yellow (7.5YR8/6), pale and light red (10R6/4 and616), and reddish grey
(2.5YR6/1). The core is mainly black.

Most of the pots seem ro have been coiled. One fragment shows characteristics of
the paddle-and-anvil technique. In a few cases, criss-cross traces of burnishing were

found. The pots include various shapes. The colour varies between weak red (10R 5/3),
pale red (10R 6/2) and dark reddish grey (2.5YR 4/l). Most of the pots have a black

core. Some black sooted pots seem to have been used as cooking pots.

Figure 2. Collecting clay from a pit close to
Oylum Höyük.

Figure 3. Collecting chopped straw.
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Figure 4. Pushing the clay into a rough
thick-walled bowl-like shape.

Figure 5. Pushing rhe clay into a rough
thick-walled bowl-like shape with the use

ofa round stone.

Figure 6. Forming by pinching. Figure 7. Scraping wirh a flint tool.

,.., .*,r{'"r¡ti",,

Figure 8. Forming the upper part with
pressure.

.a
', ¡.¡

I
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Figure 9. Firing in a bonfire.

sê ;v-
Figure 10. A collection of Coba bowl replicas
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The rather thick-walled large pots and jars were made by coiling, apparently in com-
bination with the paddle-and-anvil teclrnique. They *.r. finirñ.d'Èy ,.."pirrg and
smoothing the surface at the outside. The .oior., vary between grey (z.iyRoit;,"plrrt -
ish grey (7.5YR712),light reddish brown (5yR6/3 en 614) "rdïå"k red (Z.S\ñú4),
The large jars have a black core.

The casseroles were made by coiling. Howeve¡ convex bases seem to have been
formed like the Coba bowls. Sometimes, the casseroles were roughly burnished on the
outside in a horizontal direction. The core is black. The mottlei colour at the surface
shows various colours such as reddish yellow (2.5\T.6/6), brown (7.5yR 512) and l^r1,
grey (7.5YR4lt).

The thin-walled pottery with scratched decoration includes small vessels of various
shapes. Their colours_are mainly very dark grey (7.5yF(3lr), grey (10yR4/1), greyish
brown (10\T.5/2) and pinkish grey (7.5yRzlz) andwith a bl"ãk.or.. Th.y w.ä fired
in an almost completely reduced armosphere. The pottery was formed by pinchi'g
andlor,coiling. Tiaces of scraping and smoothi"g, prob"blywith the ur. of 

" 
ili,rr,oo]

have also been observed. A linear decoration was scrarched in the dry o. leather-hard
vessels before firing.

The. polychrome painted and srraw-rempered pottery is handmade and possibly
scraped on the inside with the help of a flini tool. The Åort ,.markable characreristic
of fj1 Pftfery is the painted decoration. It consists of a white engobe on which a red
and black linear decoration has been applied with a brush. Th. 

"pottery 
itself is very

pale brown (10YR Bl2) or weakred (2.5yR 614) in colour-. This particui^r r rrgory of
pottery shows no black core.

The red-slipped (2.5YR616) warewas made by coiling and pinching, scrapi'g and
smoothing. The pottery itself is pink (7.5yRTl4) or 

".ry p"lå b.own (tovwl4) ¡n
colour. It often has a black core.

Fine ware

The fine ware is characterized by its very fine compact clay body with none or hardly
any mineral inclusions. The mainly small-sized open vessels have carefully been
finished by smoothing. The (carinated) bowls were mould-made. The fine ware
includes various forms of decoration: burnishing, scratching, impressions, and red and
black slip. Generally speaking, it was fired in an oxidizi,rg 

".-orph.re ar relarively high
tempelatures. The colour of most vessels varies fi'om p"l. yilorv (5y}l3), tå¿¿iîf,
yellow (5YR716) to light reddish brown (5yRGl4). AIro, 

^-otti.d 
colours occur.

Grey-burnished ware

The grey-burnished ware is made of a clay body tempered with chopped straw and
mineral inclusions. The vessels were made by .oiling. in g..r"ral, the surface was nor
very carefully burnished. Consequentl¡ the gloss is tro, ,r.iy shiny. The colours of the
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surface vary from grey and dark grey (7.5YPt5ll and 4ll) to dark reddish grey
(5YR4l2) and weak red (5YR5/4) or mottled colours. The grey-burnished ware often
has a black core.

Epilogue

The ceramic assemblage from Late-Chalcolithic Oylum Höyük consists of handmade
pottery. The pottery was often made by using the coiling technique. Howeve! traces of
pinching, moulding and the paddle-and-anvil technique have also been observed.

The colours of the vessels indicate that the potters fired their products in a bonfire.
Considering the workabiliry properties of the clay samples, taken in the direct vicinity
of the site, they could very well have been made locally. A remarkable category within
the assemblage is the Coba bowls. These bowls are, like the handmade, well-known
Mesopotamian bevelled-rim bowls from the Uruk period (see Kalsbeek 1980),
mass-produced and standardized. Mass-production of pottery is often considered to be

one of the aspects pointing to developing socio-political complexity in the Syro-Anato-
lian borderland (Özgen et al. 1999:19; see also Akkermans and Schwartz 2003: I87).
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PRELIMINARY DATA ON STARÕEVO-CRI$ AND DUDE$TI POTTERY
FROM TELEOR OO3, TELEORMAN RIVER VALLEY, SOUTHERN ROMANIA

Abraham van As, Loe Jacobs and Laurens Thissen

Abstract

Since 2003 the Department of Pottery Ti:chnologt has participøted in the Southern
Romania Arcltaeological Project (SRAP) directed by Douglass Bailey Qardiff [Jniuersity)
and Radian Andreescu (Nationøl Historical Museum, Bucharest). Between 26 August and
9 September of that yar ø part 0f the Neolithic pottery from Ti:leor 003 was technologicalþ
anaþsed in the Teleorman County Museum of Alexandria. The pottery belongs to the
saccessiue Starðeuo-Cri¡ and Dudeçti periods, dating to the sixtlt millenniurn cal B.C.
Tlte research-worþ was carcied out in close cooperøtion with Løurens Tbissen wbo started
the ouer-all archaeological ceramic research (shøpe 4tpology included) of Teleor 003 øyear
before. Following are the preliminary resuhs of the arcaþsis of the raw møterials and
manufacture of the pottery, together with afirst impressiorc of the clay samples taþen in the
uicinity of Teleor 003. The clay sømples and pottery sdmples serct t0 Leiden haue not yet been

ønaþsed. The resubs of these anaþses will be included iru the final publication.

Southern Romania Archaeological Project

The Southern Romanian A¡chaeological Project (SRAP) has been active since 1998
investigating prehistoric land-use and settlement patterns in the Teleorman River
Valley in the Lower Danube Plain (Bailey et al. 1999; 2007; 2002; 2004). The
multi-period site of Teleor 003 (Figure 1) has been excavated since 2002 and was
inhabited throughout the sixth millennium B.C. Sites in the close viciniry testify to
occupation during the fifth millennium B.C. as well. Ceramic studies form an essential
part of the SRAP Among the major aims are:

- to study pottery use and manufacture in Neolithic societies in Southern Romania;

- to analyse developments through time from the beginning of the adoption of the
new technology in the sixth millennium B.C.; to trace the shifts in the ceramic
assemblages from Starðevo-Crig to Vädastra times (end sixth millennium B.C.);

- to examine deposition patterns of potter¡ and to relate these parterns to the archaeo-
logical features (e.g., surface houses, pits, refuse areas, etc.);

- assuming Starðevo-Crig sociery as pardy mobile, or semi-sedentary, ro understand
how this reflects in pottery use;
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Fig. 1. Location of Teleor 003 in the Têleorman River Valley in south central Romania
(courtesy Steve Mills).

- to address quesrions relating to the adoption of pottery during the Starðevo-Crig

period; are there links with Neolithic subsistence change? If so, may the adoption

of ceramics be related to ne\M foodstufß, or to new ways of dealing with food in
general? \Øere cooking methods a continuation from older, previous practices, or had

ceramics and new foodstufFs a major impact on ways of preparing food? Did it
creare new rasres, new ways of eating, and of drinking? Different contexts of eating?

Did the new technology change ways of storage? Can we infer use and presence of
non-ceramic containers for the period previous to the Starðevo-Criç period?

Below we present some of the technological aspects involved in the manufacture of the

Teleor 003 pottery. Some of the other questions mentioned above have been discussed

in Thissen (in press). Pottery use and technology from another SRAP site, Têleor 008,

Boian period, have been explored in Thissen (2004).

Ceramic material and methods

The technological ceramic research included the study of the fabric (inclusions and

pores) and manufacturing technique (forming, surface treatment, decoration and
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firing) of a ceramic assemblage excavated at Teleor 003 and the gathering of clay
samples and samples of various kinds of organic materials and other porenrial remper
in the direct vicinity of the site.

The ceramic assemblage existed of 1,295 (diagnostic and non-dagnosric) poftery
sherds. These sherds came from sondage S8 executed in 2001 by Pavel Mirea:
405 sherds dating from the Early Neolithic Starðevo-Criç period from pit 85 and 890
sherds dating from the succeeding Dudeçd period from pit 83.

The analysis of the forming technique and surface treatment was based on rhe
observation and interpretation of technological features. The firing atmosphere was
analysed by interpreting the colours of the surface (inside/outside) and core of the
sherds using the Munsell Soil Color Charts (MSCC). The original firing temperarure
was estimated on the ground of the hardness of the sherds and will more precisely be

determined by refiring tests in the Laboratory of Pottery Technology.
For the fabric analysis a representative sample of 90 sherds was taken (Starðevo-Criç

period: 42 sherds; Dudeçti period: 48 sherds). The fabric was microscopically investi-
gated on a fresh break and a grounded edge (10x magnification). For the identification
of calcareous inclusions the HCI test was carried out.

Manufacturing technique

Forrning sarføce treatment and decorøtion

All pottery was handmade by using the coiling technique. Some open forms were
probably made in a mould. Indications of the sequential slab building technique were
not found.

The surface of the Starðevo-Criç pottery was either roughened fsurface roughened
ware (Figure 2: l)l or burnished [plain burnished ware (Figure 2:2)), red slipped ware
(Figure 2: 3) and red slipped painted ware. The Dudeçti pottery only includes surface
roughened ware (Figure 2: 4) and plain burnished ware Figures 2: 5 and 6).

In some cases the roughened surface seems to be scraped by using a flint tool.
In other cases the surface was roughened by applying a rough clay coat on the outside
(barbotine ware). The roughened surface gives a better grip.

For the red slipped ware of the Starðevo-Crig period an iron containing engobe was
used. Apart from the red slipped ware various other decoration techniques could be

distinguished: incision, fingernail and tool impression, appliqué, etc.

Firing

Many pottery sherds have a black core. The surface colours are not always uniform, but
often show a range of colouring. The colours vary benveen very dark grey (5YR3/1),
grey (5YR5/1), reddish grey (5YR5l2), light brownish grey (2.5Y612), brown
(7.5YR514), very pale brown (10R7/3) and pink (5YR7l3). This indicates that the
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pottery was fired in a bonfire in a reducing or neutral atmosphere. The red (10R5/6;
10R4/B; 10R5/8; 2.5YP..418) and reddish yellow (5YR6/6) surface colour of the red
slipped ware points to a short period of end oxidation.

The estimated firing temperature of the pottery \Mas ca. 800'C.

Fabric analysis

The fabric analysis included the determination of (1) the sort, size, roundness, percenr-
age, and sorting of the non-plastic mineral inclusions, and (2) the percentage and
length of the organic fibres.

20 cm 14 cm 23 cm 18 cm

2 3 4

5cm
17 cm 19 cm

5 6

Fig.2: 1. Starðevo-Criç surface roughened ware: collared pot (Têleor 003, 58/85).

Ftg.2:2. Starðevo-Criç plain burnished ware: S-shaped bowl (Têleor 003, 58/85).

Fig. 2: 3. Starðevo-Crig red slipped ware: everted dish on pedestal base (Teleor 003, 58/85).

Fig.2: 4. Dudeçti surface roughened ware: holemouth pot (Teleor 003, 58/83).

Fig.2: 5. Dudeçti plain burnished ware: medium-sized bowl (Têleor 003, 58/83).

Fig.2: 6. Dudeçti plain burnished ware: collared-carinated bowl with 'chanelled' decoration
(Teleor 003, S8/83).

t\
\(
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Because of the dark core of most of the sherds the identification of the mineral
inclusions was rather difficult. Since the sherds will certainly turn into a light colour
after refiring them in an electric kiln (oxidizing atmosphere) the mineral will be better
visible. This verification has sdll to be done in Leiden.

In Tâbles I and 2 a description of the fabric of the various pottery categories of the

Starðevo-Criç and Dudeçti periods is given. In this description only the dominant type

and maximum size of the mineral inclusions and fibres are mentioned. Apart from the

dominant mineral inclusions, feldspar, iron oxide siltstone, calcareous siltstone and

some other mineral inclusions are found in varying quantities.

Starðevo-Criç period Surface roughened ware Plain burnished ware (Painted) red slipped ware

Samples

Mineral inclusions

Dominant mineral

Muimum size

Roundness

Percentage

Sorting

Fibres

Percentage

Mximum length

n= 13

qua¡tz

5mm
angular (A)/

sub angular (SA) /

sub rounded (SR)

lO-2\o/o

bad/moderate/good

5-30o/o

5mm

n=13

quartz

3mm
A/SA/SR

15-25o/o

bad/moderate/good

5-25o/o

5mm

n=16

quartz

3mm
A/SA/SR

l5-30o/o

moderate

5-3Ùo/o

8mm

N.B.

Six samples hardly
contained any mineral
inclusions above the silt
fraction.

Tâble 1. Fabric of Starðevo-Criç pottery from Têleor 003.

Table 2. Fabric of Dude$ti pottery from Têleor 003.

Dude¡ti period Surface roughened ware Plain burnished ware

Samples

Mineral inclusions

Dominant mineral

Maimum size

Roundness

Percentage

Sorting

n-25

quartz

3mm
A/SA

15-45o1o

bad/moderate/good

n=23

qua¡tz

2mm
A/SA

70-45o/o

moderate/good
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Clay samples and potential tempering material

Three samples of clay were taken from the floodplain of the Teleorman River. Another
ejsht glay samples were taken from the floodplain of the Claniça River, a tributary of
theTeleorman River (Figure 1). At first sight the clay samples of the floodplain oithe
Claniça River seem to conform with the results of the fabiic analysis of the Neolithic
sherds of Gleor 003. If further research of the clay samples in Leiden confirms this, we
may assume that the pottery was locally made. Moreover, rhe investigation of the
clay samples will give information whether the natural clay was prepared Ëy th. porrers
or not.

Preliminary conclusions

It is likely that one basic local micaceous clay was used for the manufa6ure of the
Starðevo-Crig and Dudegti pottery of Têleor 003. The natural clay contained quartz
and other mineral inclusions in varying quantities, amongsr which *", ."1."r.ou,
siltstone. The potters of the Starðevo-Crig period nearly 

"lw"y, 
added organic material

to their clay. Those of the Dudeçti period added organics much less so, 
"trd 

itr the sam-
ple we studied no fibre-tempered sherds *.r. prãr..rt. Additionally, in the Dudeçti
period we find a fabric that more often seems to contain calcareous siitstone than in tire
previous period. Although various reasons for this change of clay body can be thought
of, for the moment it better supports the idea of a shift to oth.i clay ieds used by itt.
potters than an archaeological/chronological important fabric caregory.
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